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1 • Advances in nuclear Data Measurements and flewer Facilities

The national progress reports for the year ending 1981 have either been pub-
lished or will be published shortly. The highlights of.those reports, some
other recent data measurements, and the newer facilities are described by
representatives of each country. Special attention is paid to data for fission
and fusion reactors, as well as for other applied purposes.

Germany

Cierjacks highlights the nuclear data activities relevant to fission reactors.
At the 3 MeV Van de Graaff-Accelerator of thP-.KFK Karlsruhe determination of
the capture widths; for.s-wave resonances in ' Fe, ' M i , °%i and 'hi, end capture
cross sections of 56'5dFe, ^ ' ^ K r , ^ A m (in' the range 10-300 keV), 178,179,1S0Hf

and ^ Ta (in the range 2 keV to 2 MeV) have been completed. Further activities
at this facility in the fission reactor nuclear data field are decreasing.
At the isochronous cyclotron in Karlsruhe neutron total and elastic
scattering work on light mass nuclei is continuing. At PTB Braunschweig
neutron cross section work in the MeV region is progressing. Of special
interest are the measurements on the °^Nb(n,n')"mNb reaction and fast
neutron scattering from C in the energy region of 6 to 1*4 MeV. Furthermore,
work on characterization of ^^Cf spontaneous fission neutron spectrum is
in progress.

Qaim outlines the recent nuclear data activities relevant to fusion reactor
technology. Extensive radiochemical studies on (n,n'x) type reactions have been
going on at Jiilich for several years and recently it has been shown that at
Ik MeV the (n,n'p) reaction is very strong for nuclei with neutron separation
energies higher than proton separation energies (Sn>Sp). Measurements with
30 MeV d(Be) break-up neutron spectrum have shown that both (n,n'p) and (n,n'ot)
reactions have appreciable cross sections.

The cross section data for the important tritium breeding reaction Li(n,n't) He
have been rather discrepant. Qaim reports that the Julich-Geel collaboration
has resulted in very extensive measurements' in the energy region from threshold
to 8 MeV, and from 13 to i6 MeV. The discrepancy is now solved. The cross
section.values are about. 15 % lower than the ENDF/B-IV and are in agreement
with the newest Los Alamos evaluation.

Regarding data for other applied purposes, Cierjacks mentions the Stuttgart
work with polarized neutrons to study analyzing powers of various elements.
Furthermore, extensive work on spectra and yields of neutrons as well as charged
particlus emitted in the interactions of 590 and 1000 MeV protonn with various
elements (between carbon and uranium) has been performed by a KfK group at the
S.IN cyclotron, and calculâtional methods are being tested to predict unknown
cro!;s sections. Qaim gives a brief account of the charged particle induced
reaction cross HOCtion measurements rolevent to the production of medically
important radioisotopes. Recently, at Julien data for the ^As( -'lie, 3n )'JV,r and
•̂̂ 'J'f;(d,n) I reactions have been extensively .invor;tj.£atéd.

Au far as; newer ffu::! .1 i.tics art1 concerned, Cier jacks reportf, that a new cyclotron
is being installed at K:.a"l.:;ruho. Qaiw lui.'iitioiu- that a dd gas target has been
constructed at t.h'.> Jiiiit.-h compact cyclotron. (CV ?8) to measure activation cross
Hccticm data in the em-ivjy vision of 'i t:o 10 MoV. l''irr.t results were reported
at •tin» An Ivor] i (.'enforcing'.
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Chrien mentions that the Progress Report from USA has already been distributed
(NEANDC(US)-212/U) and gives a comprehensive survey of the work being done in
21 laboratories. He gives highlights of the work at BNL. The power of the
lll'BR has busn raised from '40 to 60 MW and the present flux of 10'5 ncm 2sec
is comparable to that of the reactor at Grenobie-.

The TRISTAN on-line isotope separator facility at the reactor is being used to
provide sources of mass separated fission products for various studies. An
improvement in the capability of the TRISTAN facility was achieved by implemen-
ting a If-detector, fixed angle, angular correlation apparatus. By the simul-
taneous data taking among the six possible pairs from h detectors, the
measurement of angular correlations in yycoincidences has been improved with
respect to both statistical and systematic errors.

Considerable interest has developed recently in the details of the delayed
neutron spectra. Such studies are carried out using the THISTAN facility. The
detection methods used are the Cutler-Shalev -̂ He spectrometer and a TOF spec-
trometer. The study of such spectra represents the only way to obtain para-
meters for neutron resonances in nuclides far off the line of stability, and
hence is 'of interest in the extrapolation of strength functions and level den-
sities. Gamma spectra in coincidence with delayed neutrons are being measured.
From the energies and intensities of gamma rays one deduces the partial neutron
emission probabilities to the excited states. These probabilities provide a
sensitive test of various models for delayed neutron emission.

The (n,y) work is continuing as usual. For example, using the filtered beam
technique a study of resonance-averaged neutron capture y~ray spectra at

S EJJ = 2 keV was carried out for the I n =1/2+ target nucleus z^?\i.

I Chrien mentions further that at BNL presently there is no data activity relevant
( to fusion reactor technology.
|
jj Motz reports on some recent work at IANL. The D(t,a)n reaction cross section
| has been measured from 10 to 120 keV triton energy (values were contained in
| the Antwerp paper by Jarmie et al). A gaseous target without windows was used
* in order to have a negligible target thickness correction. Values obtained are
g| in agreement with earlier Los Alamos data (Arnold et al 1953) and are a few
\ percent higher than the present ENDP'/B evaluation. Measurements on t(t,t)t are
I planned.

| The thermal neutron capture cross section of deuterium has been reported to be
£ 508 i 15 raicrobarns (cf. Phys.Rev. Ç£5_, 2810 (1902)). Reference to the hydrogen
\ cross section was employed. This new value is in agreement with Merritt (HSK
5 2!L» 195 (1960)) who obtained 521 + 9 vb and replaces an earlier capture value
1 reported in 1963.

An extensive paper entitled "New Calculation of Prompt Fission Neutron Spectra
and Averfigo Prompt Neutron Multiplicities" has appeared in Nucl.Sci.Kng. 81,
213—71 (198^). Results depend only on basic assumptions concerning evaporation
theory and optical model parameters. No fits are employed to actual measured
npoctra. fi.iu:h fitting would be useful and will probably improve the excellent

\ predictions, t.-ven further. Spocrtra frou unnttib] e (or r.horl-.] :i vod ) jiiol-opofi under-
going firsuion can be estimated uuing this calculât:!on an well an neutron
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Perey describes very briefly some recent work at ORNL. A new measurement on '
the 1.15 keV resonance in 5ope has been completed. Measurement of the gamma
production yields in the 57ire(n)n>.y) rcaoticn has been done for incident neutron
energies between 0.2 and 2 MeV. Some studies on the elastic scattering of
neutrons from " M are in progress.

Vhetstone mentions some recent work at other laboratories. In general research
programmes have the same support as last year. The (n,charged particle) work
at Liverinore and Ohio is continuing. Mass spectrometric measurements of (n,ct)
reaction cross sections are proceeding further at the Rockwell International.
It is now planned to extend those studies to energies above and below 15 MeV. The
development of polarized neutron beams at TUNL is progressing.

Coceva reports on nuclear data activities in Italy. Most of the work is carried
out at ENEA (formerly CNEN) in Bolgona. Here the experimental activities are
concerned with neutron capture gamma ray measurements to obtain'data on the
spectroecopy of low-lying levels and on the strength of dipole gamma-transitions.
Studies are made to improve efficiency and precision of reduction methods of
resonance data from neutron time-of-flight spectrometers. The threshold photo-
neutron facility in Bologna is now fully operational with four flight-paths and
has yielded electric dipole gamma-strength data.

Calculations have been performed on the radiative neutron capture process using
the direct-semidirect model, and the valence model. Characteristics of particle
emission have been studied with pre-equilibrium model. Methods for the cal-
culation of nuclear level densities and for the evaluation of average resonance
parameters have been continued.

Integral measurements of neutron capture in a fast-reactor spectrum have been
carried out for Ni, Cr, Fe and stainless steel. Of interest is the work carried
out at the "Politecnico di Milano" on delayed neutrons and at the University of
Florence on decay properties of low-lying levels in several nuclei.

Coceva mentions further that the high-energy Tandem accelerator at Catania is
under construction.

Canada

Cross highlights some recent measurements in Canada. Effective cross sections
for Maxwellian distributions were determined with neutron temperatures from
-190 °C to 300 °C, for 233u, 235u and 239Pu fission, and 2 3 8U, 232Th, 115in,
''"Lu and ^'Au capture. The agreement between measured and ENDF/B-IV results
was found to be good, indicating that the shape or the energy dependence of
the cross sections in the ENDF/B-IV files is correct. The 2 % discrepancy in
the 235u fission cross section at thermal energies does not appear to be due
to the shape of the crocs section.

Total neutron yields from 100 MeV protons on Li and Pb targets were measured
and compared with yields calculated using the NMTC/MORSE computer codes.

2^2
Photofission cross section spectrum of " Th was measured between I).95 and
6.76 MeV with a resolution of 12-1 lj keV. This cross section, which on the
averape increases exponentially with increasing photon enerpy, shows three
pHai,e:v.u-. r7.T'O Lo 'j.&Q, S90 to 6.15 arid above 6:30 MeV, respectively. Considerable
structure ic observed on each plateau.
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Under facilities Cross mentions that a heavy ion cyclotron is under construction.

Sweden

Condé cives a n account of the recent nuclear data measurements in Sweden. At
Studsvik Science Research Laboratory (NFL), an extensive measurement prosranne
on the fission product yields in the thermal fission of. 23;iU is in progress
using the OSIRIS facility. A six group representation of delayed-neutron energy
spectra has been derived by Rudstam. The work is reported in Nucl.Sci .F,ng.,
March 1982. The new 100-picosecond bunching system at the Van de Graaff accele-
rator will be used for high energy resolution measurement of neutron elastic
and inelastic scattering at around 20 MeV. A time compensated neutron detector
vith high efficiency is under development.

At Studsvik Energiteknik (AB) reactor physics aspects of the use of thorium
in Sweden's first 12 light water reactors have been studied in burn-up calcu-
lations and showed a large saving of resources if thorium was used. Feasability
studies on transmutation of waste have been made both for thermal and fast
reactors.

At the Tandem Accelerator Laboratory, Uppsala, the neutron capture experiments
have been extended to higher energies, between 20 and 30 MeV, to look for
quadrupole giant resonances, in particular the iso-vector E2 resonance. The
contribution to the total strength froii: this resonance shows up in the for-
aft asymmetry of the gamma-ray angular distribution. Results on ^CaCn^) give
a contribution of about 50 % at 25 MeV from the iso-vector E2 resonance.
Accurate measurements of the (n,d) elastic cross section at 10 MeV give a
10 % discrepancy with Faddeev calculations. More measurements at other energies
are in progress to about 1 % accuracy. The triton angular distribution measure-
ment of the °Li(n,t)^He reaction between 1.5 and 3.5 MeV neutron energy is
now finalized. The results are in qualitative agreement with R-matrix calcu-
lations .

At Lund University capture cross section measurements by the activation method
have continued for 11*In and 19?Au between * and 8 MeV.

Regarding the facilities, the reconstruction of the synchrocyclotron at the
Gustaf Werner Institute of the University of Uppsala is underway. It will be
possible to.run the machine in two different modes: (i) As a frequency modu-
lated cyclotron giving p from 110 to 200 MeV, 20 uA beam, (ii) as an isochronous
cyclotron giving p from 10 to 110 MeV, 1*0 pA, d from 25 to 100 MeV, hO uA,
and also % e and a-particles. Additional programmes being discussed are heavy
ions and polarized beams. Thermal and fast neutron beams are planned. The
machine is scheduled for experiments in late 198U.

UK

Sowerby reviews briefly the status of newer facilities in UK. The Harwell Linac
worked until about 3 months ago reasonably well and a considerable amount of
scheduled running was performed particularly into the condensed matter cell.
3 months ago a fault developed, RF powpr would not propagate throuph tho first
section of the accelerator. The fault only occurs at hj'ch power which miiV.en tho
cause difficult to find. Thus, thero has been a period of runninc- ['•( sections) at
reduced power with section 8 in the position of section 1. Now tho înaoliiiit: is
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in the middle of a shut down of 1» to 5 weeks, which had been scheduled for
• long time. A large number of outstanding jobs are scheduled - shielding,
safety, etc. A replacement section 1 is available from the manufacturers and
it will be installed during the shut down if the fault in the original 1st
section cannot be rectified.

So far there have been beams into 3 out of k cells (CMT, FNT, LE Cell) but
it has not been possible to use the Booster because the beam transport system
vas found to be deficient (pole pieces of magnets needed remachining and
additional focussing is required). Equipment is now being reinstated and
it is hoped that beam will be available into the Booster by Easter 1983
(depends on priorities).

The sustained running has mainly been into the CMT (for financial reasons).
Beam powers have been 25 kW routinely, 1*5 kW on occasions; the limitation is
activation of beam lines (apertures of collimator and scrapers will be in-
creased.

First experimental runs at the Nuclear Structures Laboratory in Daresbury
have been done. As of June 1982, the voltage without beam was 18 MV and with
C beam 16.3 MV. Much remains to be done before regular operation. However,
progress is encouraging.

3he time schedule for the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at the Rutherford
Laboratory is as follows:

January 1983: 70 MeV H~ beam from Linac

July 1983: 70 MeV H beam available for injection into accelerator
ring

October 1983: Injection, trapping and acceleration studies with complete
accelerator ring

April 198U: Extraction studies with 600 MeV proton beam

July 198U: 600 MeV proton beam onto target

November 198U: 800 MeV proton beam available

1986: Full intensity operation

Rowlands describes some of the recent measurements, at Winfrith. Absolute fission
rates of 235u, 238u, 239Pu, 2U0pu> 25iPu> 2l(2pu> 2UiAm> 2 ^ and 2 W C m vere

determined in the fissile and fertile regions of a heterogeneous fast reactor
core in ZEBRA. Preliminary results show a very small dependence on the incident
neutron energy. Measurements of the beta decay power from fragments from the
fast fission of 23?u and 239Pu were done after a 1*3 day irradiation in ZEBRA,
and the results were found to be in good agreement with values calculated using
the FISPIN code. Measurements of the total ganma ray power from 239pu and 23^U
fission fragments following the k3 day irradiation in ZEBRA were made using
the large liquid scintillation tank at Harwell; high-resolution gamma ray
spectrum, measurements were also done. A comparison of the total power results
with values calculated using the FISPIN code shoved that the calculate! values
are in general i> 8 % lower than the aeosured values.
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Rowlands mentions further an activation measurement of the ^NbCn.n') Mb
reaction cross section. This has teen done in the energy region of 0.5 to
k,0 MeV using the 3 MV Dynamitron at the Birmingham Radiation Centre.

France

Michaudou describes some of the recent measurements at Bruvères-le-Chatel.
A study of fast neutron scattering from 2yMg, ^Si, id5, OJCu, D5Cu and ^U

in the energy range of 10 to 15 MeV has been completed. The results about
fast neutron scattering on actinide nuclei were presented during the
Specialists' Meeting held at Paris. Neutron capture cross sections were
measured for isotopes of the elements Cu, La, Bi and Pb in the neutron
energy range of 0.5 to 3.0 MeV. Fission cross section for 23'Np at 2.5_MeV
has been redetermined. V measurements have been performed for the fission
of "%fr and "'Np induced by neutrons in the energy range from threshold
to 15 MeV. In the case of 2^Th a strong increase in v is observed just
above the second chance fission threshold. Some fission yields with high
kinetic energy have also'been observed in thermal-neutron induced'fission
of 235u and "=33u using the High-Flux Grenoble Reactor. These results
provide evidence for cold fragmentation

Michaudpn suggests that following areas should be given more attention:

ti) Solid state effects in cross section measurements as a function of
temperature.

(ii) More importance to fission products and secondary actinides due to
higher fuel burn-up in PWR.

(iii)Newer measurements due to the lack of agreement between evaluations and
experimental data for transport calculations in fast reactors.

Regarding the facilities Michaudon mentions the following: The pulsing system
at the Van de Graaff machine in Bruylres-le-Chttel is being improved. The
Grenoble reactor continues to serve as a source of thermal neutrons and the
contract has been extended for another ten years. The heavy ion beam at GANYL
was extracted last June and the experimental work is expected to be started in
early 1983. A booster is being built at the Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator
in Saclay and should be ready within the next 3 to 1* years. The Grenoble
Heavy-Ion Facility called SARA is now in operation.

Igarasi gives an account of the recent nuclear data measurements in Japan,
pertaining both to.fission and fusion reactors.

The JAERI Linac Laboratory Group has performed many experiments and obtained
the following data:

(i) Average total cross sections of Ta and U from 2U keV to 1 MeV.
Covariance matrices were, nlso obtained,

(ii) Resonance parameters of '9Br and "1Br from the transmission and capture
measurements. Q

(iii) Resonance parameters of *Ag and ^Ag by analyzing transmission data
with the multilevel Breit-Wigner formula. Resonance energies and neutron

. widths were determined below 7 keV.
<iv) Resonance parameters of 323sb from the high resolution transmission

measurements.
(v) Transmission mid capture measurements were performed to oMs.Sn tho rrT.cn

i>u'as:iK-:\.urn oï -JCts. Kcsonance analyses are now in progress.
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At the Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Measurements on the
delayed neutron emission probability for neutron rich nuclides have been done
vith an on-line isotope separator of.helium-jet type. In this experiment,
the delayed neutron emission probability of 9*Rb vas tentatively determined
as 10,1 + 1.0 %. The total cross section of Z&Th below 300 eV has been
measured with the KUR linac facility. Results are still preliminary.

At the Tohoku University, the inelastic scattering and gamma-ray production
cross sections of 232Th have been measured by using the Dynamitron accelerator.

Tokyo Institute of Technology Group has measured gamma-ray spectra and capture
cross sections for several nuclides with the T.I.T. 3 MV Pelletron accelerator.
•Capture gamma-ray spectra were measured for Nb and Mo at U20 keV neutron energy.
The results are in good agreement with the statistical model calculations.
Experiments are underway to measure the capture cross sections of 1b'Ho from
200 to 610 keV. The capture gamma-ray spectra of 19<AU und Pd have been measured
using the KUR electron linac, at 3 to 80 keV neutron energy. The results were
compared with the statistical model calculations and the agreement is generally
good.

Regarding data for fusion, some experiments have been done in Japan vith 1U MeV
neutrons. Activation cross section measurements of molybdenum isotopes were
performed at Nagoya University vith reference .to the 2'Al(n,o) and 2<Al(n,p)
reactions. Data for (n,2n), (n,p) and (n,a) reactions were obtained for Mo
isotopes; the (n.n'p) reaction cross section was measured for ^ Wo. Rikkyo
University group has been measuring the °Li(n,d)^He and 6Li(n,t) He reaction
cross sections using a counter telescope. Preliminary results were obtained at
Ib3° in the center of mass system, and compared with the DWBA calculations.
Double differential cross sections for molybdenum and iron were measured at
Tohoku University vith the Dynamitron accelerator. Measurements were made at
eight angles from 30 to 150 degrees. The results were compared vith the pre-
equiltbrium calculations.

Regarding the facilities, Igarasi gives the following status report. Installation
of all equipment at the JAERI Tandem Accelerator System was completed including
the beam pulsing devices in the low energy beam line and the high voltage
terminal by June 1982. All specifications of ion beam performance vere also
satisfied at the terminal voltages below 18 MV. Now the accelerator can run
stably enough vith both continuous and pulsed ion beams for heavy ion experiments.
The terminal voltage can reach 18.5 MV vithout very intensive conditioning.
Considering the present status of experimental equipment and the accelerator,
the contract of the accelerator vas terminated in August 1982. Continuous
operation of the accelerator for experiments started on September 1, 1982.

At the JAERI a Fusion Neutronics Source Facility (PNS) was recently installed
to investigate the heutronic characteristics of various components in a fusion
reactor system, especially of blanket and shield. The FNS consists of a high
current U00 keV electrostatic deuteron accelerator of Cockcroft-Walton type,
four types of tritium metal target assemblies, tritium handling and processing
devices, and various experimental equipment, such as a- TOF tube facility with
detector stations at 11 m and 36 n, a movable deck, a dual rotatable measuring
deck and so on. Two blanket experiments and a shield experiment have been per-
formed since the initial D-T neutron operation in August 1981. Tritium produc-
tion rate and other reaction rate distributions were measured in a pseudo-
spherical lithium oxide system vith a graphite reflector in a series of blanket
benchmark experiment. A time-of-flight measurement is conducted for the angular
dependent flux spectra of the fast neutrons emitted from the surface of lithium-
oxide slab assemblies of different thicknesses.
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CBMM. Geel

BBckhoff highlights some recent measurements at Geel. The neutron capture cross
section and a of 235u have been determined between 2 and 85 keV. The capture
data are on the average about 10 % lower than the ENDF/B-V values.

The determination of the resonance parameters of 5 Fe, ' Fe and 5 Fe has been
completed and the data presented at the Antwerp conference. The large discre-
pancy between the r values of 5ope> obtained from transmission measurements
on one hand and capture measurements employing small CgDg detectors (weighting
technique) on the other, was emphasized and called to the attention of the
Committee (see also report of the Subcommittee on Discrepancies).

Average neutron capture experiments have been done on the fission products
1°5pd and 108Pb up to 600 keV. For 105pd the CBNM data agree with the ORNL
data within * 10 %. For 108pd, however, the CBNM data are to % higher than the
ORNL data in the energy range below 15 keV, and 20 % higher at higher energies.

The Li(n,a) He cross section was determined between 80 and 500-keV using for
normalisation the n-p cross section of hydrogen. Data are in good agreement
with-other recent results which normalise to low energy cross section data of
the Li(n,a) He reaction. The differential data of this reaction show excellent
agreement with those obtained at LANL from the inverse reaction.

Regarding the facilities Bcckhoff mentions that pulse compression systems are
being installed at both the Van de Graaff and the LIHAC of CBNM.

2. Separated Isotopes

Whetstone gives a short status report on the separation and availability of
stable isotopes which is reproduced in Appendix 2. A meeting of the users was
held àt Washington, D.C. in February 1982 and the various needs were spelt out
in detail. A few European delegates also attended. Chrien mentions that the
availability of some stable isotopes is vital for the production of medically
important radioisotopes. Qaim elaborates some of the needs further and says
that many of the nuclear reactions can be investigated with high accuracies
only through the use of highly enriched isotopes. As far as medical radioisotope
production is concerned, to date the highly enriched isotopes needed are:
7oSe, ''Se, 122Te, 12"Te and 2O1T1. Whetstone adds that the DOE is following
with interest the feasibility study being carried out at Geel on the commissioning
of a mass separator for the separation of actinides. It would like to be in-
formed on the outcome of the feasibility study.

3. Advances in Nuclear Data Evaluations

i) Regional Activities

The evaluation work being done in various laboratories is given in the respective
national progress reports, and there are no more additions.

Chrien mentions that the staff of the National Nuclear Data Center at BNL is
being reduced, and presently there is little activity in the field of neutron
data evaluation.-Whetstone adds that the Nuclear Structure and Decay Data (NSDD)
activities are supported adequately, whereas the neutron data activity supported
at a 'hnr» Tr.iHnw, lovoï; fusion data ars presently not receiving much purport..
Reearding the time schedule of the ENDI'/B-Vl, Whetstone reckons that there will
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probably be change of format to allow to enter further data in the file; the
file «ill not be issued before 1986. In reply to a question from Rowlands
whether updating of ENDF/B-V will also occur, the US delegates reply in the
affirmative. Major deficiencies will be removed and the list of the actinides
will be changed.

Igarasi reports on some evaluation activities in Japan. Members of the Japanese
Nuclear Data Committee worked in co-operation with the JAERI Nuclear Data Centre
to evaluate nuclear cross section data, to test reliability of the JEKDL, and
to evaluate nuclear structure and decay data. Evaluation work for JENDL-3 was
started in April 1982.

Schmidt mentions that the NDS of the IAEA does not do any evaluation work.
It only co-ordinates the intercomparison of evaluations under the auspices
of a co-ordinated research programme (cf. Report of the NDS given as
Appendix 3) •

ii) Joint Evaluated File (JEF)

Nordborg gives a brief account of the progress made in the assembling of the
Joint Evaluated File (JEF). He refers to the paper presented at the Antwerp
conference and the Summary Record of the Second Meeting of the Scientific Co-
ordinating Group (NEAKDC-162 "A") and reports that the compilation and format
translation of the approximately 80 special selected isotopes for JEF vas
almost completed and discussions on the testing phase of the file had already
started.

Tubbs explains the formal status of the JEF project. A pilot project covering
construction of the JEF-1 "starter file" would be completed at the NEA Data
Bank in 1982, and NEA secretariat had prepared a proposal for a three-year
second phase during which JEF-1 would be put through extensive benchmark, testing,
while in parallel an extended and improved JEF-2 file will be compiled. This
proposal was prepared in consultation with the Data Bank Committee and the
JEF Scientific Coordination Group, and will be submitted in October 1982 to the
OECD Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy. As before, assembly and minor
testing work will be carried out by the Data Bank, in cooperation with labora-
tories in participating countries, and under the control of the Scientific
Coordination Group.

Chairman asks whether the US delegates are satisfied with the information.
Perey replies that he is personally very satisfied and feels that the reactor
physicists in USA find it a very healthy development. Rowlands remarks that the
NEACRP is more concerned with data priorities whereas the NEANDC deals with
the data contents. Uncertainties, for example,-^re of interest but not an
essential part of the data content. Perey observes that this is a very crucial
issue: reactor physicists are not so much interested in numbers, thsy need
uncertainties. Uncertainty is a vital part of data reporting and this should
constitute part of JEF-2. Whetstone asks whether the reactor physicists could
define long terwi needs. Garvey replies that there is a long term requirement
of data for solid cores. It is, however, hard to identify the specific areas.
Chairman shows satisfaction at the fact that the NEACRP is changing its attitude
towards nuclear data needs.

Percy proposes that ENDF/B and JEF try to -create contacts and collaboration in
areas of mutual interest, e.g. "Standardo". This Committee could try to
establish communication with the CSEWG Standards Subcommittee. Condi is of the
opinion that JEF Is a very new activity and one should probably wait. The area
of Standards 1s, however, perhaps a good area to start collaboration.. Whetstone
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suggests that the possibility should be explored for the NEANDC Standards
Subcommittee Chairman to participate in the 1982/83 Meeting of the CSEWG
Standards Subcommittee. Tubbs mentions that at the U Data Centres' Meeting
held in May 1982 it was made clear that the CSEWG will deciâe about the
"Formats" itself. He feels that ve have a long way to go before being able
to influence the CSEWG. Perey is of the opinion.that it is as yet premature
to discuss about the "Formats".

Rowlands points out that the INDC proposed to update the dosimetry fil«>. He
would like to know if the IAEA listing is significantly different from the
CSEWG or JEF listings. Schmidt replies that in the IAEA listing (IRDF) some further
reactions have been added to the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file, but no major changes
bave been made.
Chairman observes that time now seems to be suitable for a modest level exchange
of information between JEF and EMDF/B groups on Standards and Formats.

4. Activities of Nuclear Data Centres

Schmidt gives a brief review of the activities of the Huclear Data Section
(NDS) of the IAEA. Details are given in Appendix 3.

Chrien reports on the activities of the National Muclear Data Center (NNDC)
at BNL, USA. The full report is given as Appendix 1».

Igarasi describes some of the activities of the JAERI Nuclear Data Center.
• The Center (JAERI/NDC) has continued to work in cooperation with the Working
Groups of the Japanese Nuclear Data Committee (JNDC). During the period April
1981 to March 1982, evaluations were performed of photon production nuclear
data for some selected nuclides, fission product nuclear data and actiniae
nuclear data. Evaluation of the nuclear structure data was promoted, and the
results of mass chain evaluation for A = 128 were submitted to the NNDC (BNL).
Evaluation for A • 12*» and 129 has been continued further. Nuclear Data Library
and its processing code were made for summation calculation of the decay heat.
Benchmark tests for the JENDL-2 were carried out. Sensitivity analyses were
also made in order to investigate a cause of overestimate of the sodium void
coefficients. Double differential, group cross sections were made from the
JENDL-2 data, and the experimental data by the JAERI-FNS were analyzed using
the group cross sections.

• •

Some endeavours were made to develop computer systems for plotting nuclear decay
data, and for processing atomic and molecular data. Evaluations of A and M data
were also performed.

As domestic nuclear data center, the JAERI/NDC Has served users with the experi-
mental and evaluated nuclear data. In fiscal year 1981, there were fifty-five
requests for the evaluated data and fourteen requests for the experimental
data from the users. The JAERI/NDC requested the NEA Data Bank to supply the
experimental data five times in this period. It received numerical data and
computer codes on seventeen volumes of magnetic tape from the NEA Data Bank
and IAEA/NDS, and sent' abroad seven magnetic tapes of the domestic numerical
data and computer codes. . .

The activities of the NEA Data Bank are described in the document NEANDC-163 "A".
Tubbs mentions only a few salient features. The Data Bank has continued with
its regularwork on compilation of experimental and evaluated neutron data,
and co3lection and tpstin?; of computer prorraTmes. As additionnl activities;,
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it has concentrated on work in cooperation vitb national laboratories or carried
out at NEACRP and NEANDC recommendation: JEF is its most important single new
activity. In discussing the Data Bank computer program services, Tubbs noted
that code service to non-OECD countries was increasing. He felt that distribution
of a single version through the existing NEA/IAEA service was important in
maintaining consistency and comparability of results, and that in particular
the distribution of data processing codes should be brought back into this
channel as soon as possible.

The Committee takes note of the increasing scope of the NNDEN Evaluation News-
letter and endorses its limited distribution to IAEA member countries actively
engaged in evaluation work.

5. Report on Recent HEA-Meetings

Since the 22nd NEANDC Meeting in April 1981 two Specialists' Meetings and an
International Conference were held. The first Specialists' Meeting was on
"Fast Neutron Scattering of Actinides" and was held in the fall of 1981 at Paris.
The details have already been given in the document HEANDC-155 "A". The second
Specialists' Meeting was on "Fast Neutron Capture" and was held in March 1982
at the Argonne National Laboratory. It is believed that this meeting was very
interesting. More details were, however, not available since none of the Com-
mittee members participated in that meeting.

Bôckhoff gives a brief report on the "international Conference on Nuclear Data
for Science and Technology" held on 6 to 10 September 1982 at Antwerp, Belgium.
It was the largest nuclear data conference in recent years. The total number
of papers presented was 231 (10 invited papers, 1 keynote address, 1 summary talk,
76 papers with oral and 153 papers with poster presentations).
Almost all the aspects of nuclear data and their applications were dealt with.
The number of participants amounted to 2"lo (with delegates from 35
countries). The Committee is very satisfied with the organization of the con-
ference and congratulates BSckhoff, the Chairman of the Organizing Committee,
for arranging such a successful meeting.

6. Technical Discussions

Technical-discussions are held on the following topics:

a) Results and follow-up of the benchmark on derived average resonance
parameters.

b) Comparison of nuclear model codes.
c) Comparison of nuclear data processing codes...
d) International intercomparisons of neutron flux measurements.
e) International intercomparisons of fission foils.
f) High priority list of nuclear data requirements.
g) Treatment of uncertainties in measured and evaluated data.

Although the whole Committee participates, this session is treated as part of
the meeting of the Subcommittee on Technical Activities, with Rowlands as
Chairman. A summary of the discussions is therefore givea in the report of the
Subcommittee on Technical Activities (see Appendix 8).
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7. Topical Conference »

A topical conference on "High Intensity Neutron Sources and their Applications"
vas held in the afternoon of 29 September 1982. The programme of the meeting
is given in Appendix 5«

8. Subcommittee Reports

The five subcommittees met on various occasions during the veek. Detailed
written reports are presented to the Committee. Following comments and recom-
mendations are made by the Committee on those reports.

i) Discrepancies

The report of this subcommittee is given in Appendix 6.

The Committee supports the proposal of setting up a task force on the 1.15 keV
resonance of 5ope, and another one on ^ 3 % . The various national assignments
for providing updated entries to the Discrepancies File are approved. In
connection with the INDC/NEANDC cooperation, the Committee endorses the pro-
posal that a bound volume of the Discrepancies File is published by the NEA.

ii) Standards

The report of this subcommittee is given in Appendix 7.

Regarding the INDC/NEANDC cooperation, the Committee agrees that a bound volume
of the Standards File is published by the IAEA. The Committee endorses the
proposal that the Chairman NEANDC Standards Subcommittee consults the Chairman
CSEWG Standards Subcommittee regarding the exchange of information between the
two Standards Subcommittees.

The Committee agrees to Condé being the new Chairman of the Standards Sub-
committee. Chairman NEANDC thanks Perey, the outgoing Chairman of Standards
Subcommittee, for his valuable work over several years.

iii) Technical Activities

The report of this subcommittee is given in Appendix 8.

The Committee appreciates the hard work put in by this subcommittee and
endorses all the proposals. Members are urged to provide more information on
nuclear data programmes running in their respective countries.

iv) Monographs

The Committee discusses matters relevant to this subcommittee in two parts:
firstly, to take stock of the progress achieved, and secondly, to streamline
the working procedure for future books.

On the first occasion BSckhoff asks Michaudon to take the chair. Michaudon
mentions briefly, that the first book in the KEA Series entitled "Nuclear
Fission and Neutron Induced Fission.Cross Sections" has been reviewed in several
journals, and that all those reviews were favourable. Several members report
that the book is beine received well in various laboratories. The Committee
feels that, as far as this book is concerned, the goal has been achieved.
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Cierjacks describes his experience vith the second book entitled "Neutron
Sources" which is now in press. Considerable delays occurred due to two
reasons: (i) some of the contributions needed extensive revisions, (ii)
several' difficulties arose in the production of the manuscript in the final
form. The manuscript was sent to the Pergamon Press in July 1982 and the book
is expected to be published by the end of 1982. Cierjacks emphasizes the
tremendous amount of work needed to bring a manuscript to the final form, and
urges that any future editor embarking on such an endeavour must keep this
in mind.

Chrien reports on the status of the third book entitled "Neutron Radiative
Capture". All the material was received by November 1981 but due to typing
difficulties the edited version was not ready till March 1982. Chrien received
some comments from Michaudon on the manuscript and made some necessary changes.
The subject index and glossary of symbols have yet to be prepared. Though
Chrien does not find the latter as important, in order to maintain the uni-
formity of the Series he is going to make the desired glossary of symbols.
He adds further that in his opinion fundamentals of the subject are more
important, and his manuscript reflected this approach. However, in view of
Michaudon's comments, to emphasize the applied nature of the Series, he has
modified the manuscript and brought in more applied aspects. He hopes that the
manuscript will now conform to the general character of the Series and agrees
to show the latest version to Cierjacks, Michaudon and the Chairman for further
comments.

On the second occasion Bockhoff chairs the session himself. In this session
a draft version of a document entitled: "General Information and Code of
Practice", prepared by the Subcommittee for prospective editors and authors,
is discussed. Since the production of future volumes in the Series will constitute
initiation of a second phase, i.e. transfer of the editorial responsibility
from the General Editors to an Editor chosen by the HEANDC for each book, the
Subcommittee found it imperative to define the role and responsibilities of
the persons concerned. The Committee considers this document critically. The
final version of the document entitled "HEANDC Series on Neutron Physics and
Nuclear Data in Science and Technology - General Information and Code of Practice"
is given in Appendix 9. Furthermore, Michaudon is asked to contact Pergamon
Press to formalise the respective responsibilities of the NEANDC, editors
and authors concerning the future books.

The lengths of the future books should be redefined. The Committee therefore
asks Michaudon to clarify this with the Pergamon Press.

As regards future books, the Committee asks the General Editors to make pro-
posals on titles and their potential editors before the next meeting.

v) Meetings

The subcommittee report is given in Appendix 10. The Committee endorses all the
proposed meetings.

A list of the meetings planned by the 1AEA/NDS is given in Appendix 11.
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COHCLUPINO SESSION

The list of documents distributed during this Meeting is presented by the
Secretary (Hordborg) and is given in Appendix 12.

i) Actions endorsed at the 83rd Meeting of the Committee

The Scientific Secretary (Qaim) reads out the Actions endorsed at this meeting.
Since the list is not complete, it is suggested that it may be distributed as
soon as possibls. A complete list of the' Actions endorsed is now given in
Appendix 13.

ii) Kev Office-Bearers of the Committee

The Committee elects unanimously Miehaudon as Chairman, Soverby as Vice-chairman
and Cross as Scientific Secretary. The 3-year term of office Bhall start in
the fall of 1983. Each one of them accepts the respective new office, subject,
however, to the condition that the home authorities will agree. In Michaudon's
case the Committee asks the KEA to request agreement of the French Authorities
directly.

As Chairman-Elect, Michaudon thanks the outgoing office-bearers, especially
Chairman (Bockhoff) and Scientific Secretary (Qaim) for their work during the
current term of office.

iii) Plans for the 2Hh Meeting of the Committee

The Committee asks Igarasi to explore the possibility of holding the 2l»th
Meeting in Japan, and to inform the Chairman and the Secretariat, if possible,
by the end of March 1983.

The Chairman thanks the AECL, W.G. Cross, the local staff, and the Local
Secretary (M.A. Lone) for making the various local arrangements and declares
the Meeting closed.
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APPENDIX 1

HEANDC Code of Practice

(October 1982 Version)

Composition of the Committee

1. The Nuclear Energy Agency Nuclear Data Committee (NEANDC) holds its term of reference from the 0£C0
Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy, and has seventeen sitting «embers representing between them the
•eaLar countries and the Nuslear Energy Agency. A copy of the terms of reference as approved in 1979
ia annexed to this document» Tho Conmittee meets at intervals of approximately 28 Months.

Committee Officers

2. The Chairman is elected by the Committee to serve for a ter» of three years, covering two meetings of
the Committee. During this time, in cooperation and consultation with the NEA Secretariat and the
vice-chairman, he will coordinate the activities of the Count tee and of individual .members acting on
behalf of the-Committee. The Secretariat should be kept informed about Conmittee activities.

Copies of all letters concerning the Committee as a whole, or Involving the interests and
responsibility of the Committee, should be sent to the (NEA) Secretary of the Conmittee.

The Chairaan is reaponsible for drawing up the agenda well in advance of the Meeting, and ensuring that
it is diatributed in good time.

3. The Vice-chairman is elected to serve for the same period as the Chairman, and should work with and on
behalf of the Chairman as agreed between them.

4. The Scientific Secretary is responsible for producing detailed technical and administrative minutes of
meetings. These minutes will be reproduced and distributed by the Secretariat using a corrected type-
script copy supplied oy the Scientific Secretary after previous circulation in draft form to members
for their comments and corrections.

5. The changeover between incoming and outgoing Committee officers will normally take place at three-year
intervals, so that officer» serve for two meetings. The cycle should be timed so that the incoming
Chairman takes office some six months before his first meeting; the outgoing chairman will thus remain
in office for the twelve months following his second meeting, and the two Chairmen will cooperate in
Making detailed arrangements for the cosing meeting.

Duties of NEANDC Members

6. Members are responsible in general for presenting their country's or organisation's contribution to the
technical and administrative discussion at the meetings of the Committee, and for ensuring that Commit-
tee actions affecting their countries or organisations are carried out between Meetings. In particular
they are. responsible for:

a. Official nomination to NEA Secretariat of all participants from their country in specialist
Meetings, seminars and conferences sponsored by NEA in the nuclear data field.

b. Their country's contribution to IMENDA and other request lists for nuclear data measurement and
•valuation. Ensuring that nuclear data Measured in their country are made available to data cen-
tres, and for the inclusion of new data Measurements, evaluations and computer programs in tha
Committee's field of interest in national progress reporta to NEANDC. An index of measurements and
evaluations in a form similar to CIN3A should appear in these progress reports.

c. Maintaining distribution/address lists for the distribution within their countries of NNOCN,
restricted and unrestricted Committee documents and (in. cooperation with national representatives
on the NEA Data Bank Conmittee) C1NDA and other Data Bank documents concerning nuclear data.

Corresponding Members

?. Member countries of NEA not directly repressnted by .one of the seventeen sitting members have in
practice nominated corresponding Members, who have the same responsibilities within their country as
sitting Members, but do not normally attend Committee meetings. Their interests are represented by one
or More regular sitting members on the Committee, chosen by Mutual agreement between the group of
countries conccrnsd. Although they do not attend its meetings, corresponding mombi-rs shoujd receive

• promptly all the information modi1 available to sitting members.
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Observer»

•. Individual scientists «ay ba invited by th» Chairman'to attend meetingt or the Committee a* observera
and Invitation* ara issued aeeording to the following proeadura:

a. H»*bers wishing to proposa ebaervara aneuld contact the Chairman at least four weeks before the
•wnting. If the Chairman then decides to issue an invitation, the Comittee should be informed
bel ore the «eating. Observera proposed at short notice may exceptionally be invited by the
Chairman, «ho «i?l Justify his decision to the Committee «eeting, or be admitted by Committee vote
to the meeting itself.

. b. The one-day "topical meeting" normally arranged by the laboratory organising the Committee meeting
will be open, snd outside contributions welcomed. The «ember responsible for organising it should,
however, give the Chairman a liât of outaide scientists attending.

c. Sepïosentatives of NEACRf and IAEA sr* normally invited by the Secretariat to attend the technical
sections of the meeting.

Codea of Practice

9. Other specific duties of Committee members Hill aa far aa practicable be aet out in "codas of practice"
Jto ba included with the full Minutes of meetings or distributed separately to members. At present such
"check lists" eniet fori

a. Organiaera of NCACft» and NEANOC specialist meeting» (Appendix la)

b. Reproduction and distribution of NCANDC documenta (Appendix lb)

H. Tubbs
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GUIDELINES TOR ORGANISERS OF NEACRP AND NEANPC SPECIALIST MEETINGS

(October 1982 Version)

Topici for specialist nestings are normally proposed and discussed «t • meeting or t « Committee, who in
loji'.ing tht proposal will nominate the «ember or other person dirsctly respjnsib'e For arranging the

Meting. The other Connût tee may be asked to co-sponsor it.

Scientist» deputed by NEACRP or NCANDC to organise specialist meetings are asked to observe the following
simple steps, starting when the meeting is in the early stages of planning. If in doubt, please consult
M6A Secretariat.

1. NEA sponsorship of a meeting swst be granted by the NEA Steering Com.iitl.ee. As soon as the title,
general programme and the approximate time and place are known, the Secretariat should be told, so that
the proposal can be submitted to the Steering Committee. '

' 2. The normal place For meetings held under the auspices of NEA is Chateau de la Muette, Paris, and
exceptions to this rule must be justified by operational sdvantage or necessity (rather than mere
desirability). Special approval to this effect has to be obtained fro» the Secretary General of OECD
before any proposals or offers received from or on behalf of potential host organisations can be
accepted. Local arrangements, including, if possible, some help with participants' hotel reservations,
would then be the responsibility of the organising laboratory.

3. The Organising Committee ahauld. be set up in agreement with NEA Secretariat, and after consulting
NEACRP or NEAN'JC «bout its composition. Ths Committees will be concerned to ensure that reasonable
contact and consultation with competent people in other NEA member countries takes place before the
programme is finally decided.

4. The Organising Conn ittee may wish to contact key contributors and possible session chairmen at an early
sttge in planning the meeting. For NEA member countries this should be done through national represen-
tatives on NEACHP or NEANDC, or with their prior approval, and the Secretariat should be informed. For
JAEA member countries contact should be taken only through NEA Secretariat, who will pass the invita-
tion on through IAEA. Failure to use these correct channels early on has normally resulted in the
person invited being unable to attend the meeting.

5. Where possible, a draft programme of the meeting should be circulated to NEACRP or NEANDC members For
advance information and comment.

6. Participants in ths meeting must be nominated by national representatives on NEACRP or NEANOC: nonina-
tions should be sent la the NEA Secretary of the Committee. When the programme of the .meeting has been
•greed, the Secretariat will send out a detailed announcement of the meeting to all members and corres-
ponding members, together with registration forms. Participant registration forms should normally be
returned to NCA, with a copy to ths local organiser of the meeting.

7. When • meeting is jointly sponsored by NEA and IAEA, nominations of participants from NEA member coun-
tries should pass through national representatives on NEACRP or NEANOC and the NEA Secretariat. Whs re
IAEA is not directly associated with the meeting, the Secretariat may make arrangements for nomination
through IAEA of participants from countries which ire not members of NEA.

B. The NEACRP or NEANCC name should appear clearly with the title of the meeting on all material circu-
lated.

9. Proceedings of ths meeting will normally be edited and published by the laboratory or organisation
where the meeting is held. The Format of the cover is subject to.certain general conditions agreed by
the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy, and concerning the way in which the OLCO/NEA is to be cre-
dited. IF for reasons of economy the size or distribution of the proceedings *ust be restricted
(inclusion of invited papers only, or distribution to participants plus NLACRP/NEANOC "A" lists, with
only • snail number of extra copicsTor distribution on request), the restrictions should be announced
in the circular and adhered to as fairly as possible. Try to publish within 6 months.

10. The conclusions of the meeting should be submitted to the sponsoring Committee before being made public
•t other fora. Normally a short su.imary of the conclusions of ths meeting will be prepared by the
local organiser for distribution as »n "A" document as soon as possible after the meeting.
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APPENOIX lb

REPRODUCTION ANO D15TRI8UT10M OT TIC DOCUMENTS OT

THE NUCtCAR ENERGY ACCNCV NUCLEAR DATA COMMITTEE

(Octobar 1»U2 Veraion)

i

1. Claaaifieation of Documenta

The documenta of tha Nuclear Energy Agency Nuclear 0»t» Committee fall into two categorieat

«A» (Administrative)
"A" docuMfitt concern internal Committee «attira or contain information of a preliminary or private
nature; they ere intended Tor «cubera and corresponding, members of the Committee. It ia emphasized
that "A" documents are of a confidential character and should be treated with discration. The fol-
lowing reatrictivo sentence should appear on all NEANOC "A" documentai

•This document contains information of a preliminary or private nature and la intended for use
within tha OECO Nuclear Energy Agency Nuclaar Oata Committee. H a contents may not be quoted,
abstracted, reproduced, transmitted to librariaa or societies or formally referred' to without the
explicit pormiaaion of the originator."

"U" (Unrestricted)

"U" documente are technical and scientific documents of more general intcreat. They are intended for
wide distribution (but are not necessarily available for publication); a limited number of extra
copies of these docusenta can be obtained through application to the NEA Secretariat. Generally,
copies may be made after requesting permission from the originator.

An annual index of unrestricted docusents will tw distributed by the NEA Secretariat to en "Index"
distribution list comprising about 400 addresses. Recipients or this index who do not automatically
receive "U" documents should request copies of those documents of immediate interest from the NEA
Secretariat. Such requests will be sstisfiad from a stock of additional copies supplied to the
Secretariat by the originator» of "U" documents.

2. Numbering Conventions

Donnant numbers are assigned in several geographical «arias as follows:

NEANDC (US) 12} "U" or "A" for the United States
NEANOC (CAN) 4S6 "U" or "A" for Canada
NEANOC (J) 789 "U" or "A" for Japan

NEANOC (E) 121 "U" or "A" for Member countriea of the European Communi
ties other than the U.K.

NEANDC (UK) 456 "U" or "A" for the United Kingdom
NEANOC (OR) 7d9 >U" or "A" for other NEA Member countries
NEANOC 123 "U" or "A" for documents issued or numbered by the NEA Secretariat

Numbers in tha NEANDC (no suffix) series and NEANOC (Of?) series ara assigned by the NEA Secrétariat Bnd
numbers can be obtained by telex (No. 690920 NCAOATA) from the Secretary. Other numbers sre assigned
by rational repreaentatives or NEANiX, and in the NEANDC (E) aerie» by the Member for the European
Communities. . . •

Members responsible for assigning numbers should send in to the Secretariat once a year e complete list
of all documents issued during the year, for inclusion in the overall index of NEANDC documents for
that jrear~which will be distributed by the Secretariat.

3. Mailing Arrangements for Documente
•

The author or originitor or a document is responsible for its distribution on either "A" or the
Unrestricted list. However. In order to avoid the high cost of posting documents individually butwcen
tha U/5., Canada, Europe and Japan, the copies required for an unrestricted "U" distribution in the too
Tar distant locations should be ssnt in bulk (by air mail or air freight) to the following addresses
for individuel local dispstchi

' U.S.A.*i Document Management Branch
(Attentions Mr. T.B. Abernsthy)
U.S. Oapt. of Energy
Technical tnforantion C»nt*r
i'.U. Uox ill, Ua-i Ilidju, IVIH). HOM)
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CANAOAt Atomic Energy or Canada Ltd. (Or. W. Cross)
Cnslk Rtvtr Nucleir Leboratoriee
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ1JO

JAPAN: Nucltar Data Cintra (Or. S. lgarasl)
3AER1 Tokai Hura Establishment
Toksi-Mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 319-11 .

EUROPEi The Secretary of NEANDC
OECO Nuclear Energy Agency
38 Boulevard Suchet
75016 Paris, France

Thus the author of a document produced in Europe would «end bulk parcels to the U.S.A., Canada and
Japan and Mould mail copies individually to addresses in Europe. Documents should be sent individually
to Australia.

"A" document» should be mailed directly to the Committe» members in the U.S.A.. Canada and Japan, but
bulk parcels may be sent from these countries to the NEA Secretariat if individual dispatch to Europe
would prove excessively expensive for heavy documents.

4. Documents distributed at NEANPC Committee Meetings

Where possible advance copies of documents for discussion st the meeting should be sent to members and
corresponding members (i.e. "A" distribution) at laaat three neeks in advance, with"an indication of
the agenda item to which the document refera, «owever, some Committee documents make their first
appearance at the 18-monthly meetings of the Committee, whan they are presented during technical
sessions. In order that a liât of documents distributsd st the meeting can be included in the minutes,
and copies of all relevant papers' sent to corresponding members, it is important that members should:

s. Number all documents in the "A" or "U" series if possible before the meeting. Otherwise mark tne
document "A" or "U" so that it csn be assigned a number m the Secretariat series during the
Meeting. Enough extra copies of "A" documents should be brought to the meeting for sending to
corresponding members. Please ensure thst one copy of each document is given to the Secretary
(NEA) and the Scientific Secretary directly. They «ay not gat copies or documents simply lsid out
on s tsble for distribution.

b. The Secretary will sssign numbers to unnumbered "A" end "U" documents, snd will number unmarked
documents ss 'Notes' for temporary identification. Copies of selected 'Notes' from a meeting may
be sent out to corresponding members at the discretion of the Chairman, or nay alternatively be
included as appendice* in the summsry record of the «sating.

e. The laboratory hosting the NCANDC meeting will collect all documents ("A", "U" and selected
•Notes') newly distributed at the meeting, make extra copiea as necessary, and send these sets to
the corresponding members. This should ensure thst they sra kept informed with e minimum of delay.

5. Maintenance of Distribution Lists

The sddress lists for distribution for the Committee "A" list, the limited réguler "U" distribution,
and for. circulation or the annual liât of documenta, arc maintained by the Secretariat, and printed
address labels for any or these distributions can be supplied on request.

It is the responsibility of members to revise these lists from time to time as requested by the Commit-
tee or by the Secretariat, and to inform the Secretariat or changes of addresses or or names on the
lists. The regular "U" distribution should Include two copies Tor IAEA. ,

6. Distribution Requirements (October 1932)

U.S.A. Canada Europe Japan Australia MCANDC TOTAL

"A" * 1 22 * . 2 >3

• 0 " 5> 5 127 Î5 * 2 2 M

•U" requirements include "A" requirements. The numbers of copies required for both categories are
given belo», and include • small surplus for unforeseen demands and for subsequent distribution on

' request ("UH documents) to the "Index" list. After the regular distribution has been made, spars
copies should accordingly be ssnt to the NCA Secretariat.
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The minute» of ths NCACRP end NEANDC «eatings Mill be tent out to ths "A" lists or the two Committee».
An txtra 30 copie» should bt printed of the secretariat minutes and the full technical «imites ("A"
distribution) of ««eh comlttea.

Print orders "A" • J5 (6> for "A" version» or minutes)
•0" • 250

7. Indexing of "U" Reports In I M S

SacstiM they w»r« rastrlcttd, vtry f«w NCANOC reports Mere previously indexed in IN1S. The Ccuimittce
«sabers responsible Tor sssigning "U" report njmberi ere asked to ensuro thet a copy is sent directly
lo the centre responsible for making IN1S sbstracts for ths country or origin, with NEANQC (£) docu-
•ents originating in Community research centres going to the Eurstoa docunsntstion centre. "U" docu-

. sjtntt issued by the NEA Seeretsrist will by eyreercent be indexed at CEN Saclay. Inclusion of "U"
doeuawnts in 1N1S Hill not involv* Members or the originating laboratories in extra work, since sll
requests from countries not «embers of NEA will be handled by IAEA, who normally send out such
doeuawnts in Microfiche form.
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APPENDIX 2

Stable Isotopes Separations and Availability

1) Facility continues to run two segments (16 tanks). The current separa-

tions schedule for FY 83 includes the Isotopes of Ca, Os, Cd, Fe, Te, Zn,

Yb, and Tl which will be primarily designated for the sales Inventory.

Samples will be provided to the Research Materials Collection as the

schedule and funding permit.

2) Expansion of the operation to better serve the needs of other sales

customers and the RMC still awaits adequate supplemental funding or a

suitably modified budgeting, accounting, and pricing procedure.

3) Concerning the needs for sales and loans, the US National Academy of

Sciences conducted a Workshop .on Stable Isotopes and Derived Radioisotopes

February 3 and 4, 1982 at which representatives of the four* primary user

communities presented summaries of their needs and interests. Recommenda-

tions resulting from the Workshop were for increased production, stable

prices and an equitable distribution mechanism, and research and development

for process Improvement and other separation schemes. Copies of the 279 page

Workshop report are available from the Office of Chemistry and Chemical

Technology, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,

Washington, B.C. 20418.

4) The procedure for obtaining samples on loan from the RMC remains the

same, however loan fees are to be Increased in the near future because of

increased costs of operating the loan program. A loan renewal fee will be

initiated.

5) The- DOE is very much Interested in the progress of GEEL's feasibility

study of an actlnide mass separator.

* Physical research, biomédical research, clinical and commercial use.
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APPENDIX 3

cçwmavTi<m TO T*X «AHDC « n u e

P»f 27 U.PHMM» - 1 OCTOBgK 1982

' Hueleer Beta Sactlon

International Atomic Energy Atencv

1. EXPO»

Tha exchaage of experimental «autre* data tn EXfOR format eontlnuaa to
«oik, smoothly aad with a high degree of eoapleteneee and rtllablUcy.
laprovad doeuuntatton of arror analysis Information vaa laplaiented In
tha eaaa c? high-precision data, In particular atandard and doelmetry
data*

DPS compiled aora than 70 data aata froa tha People's Republic of China.

Af tar tht Karlsruhe Kaehapag eantar «aa eloaad down for budgetary
reaeono, additional compilation effort» for eharged-partlde data (for
activation analyala, radlolaotopa production, ate.) ara naadad.

Ib« produetloa of CI.WDA continuai a» a routine operation.

3. WKEHPA .

VUHDA 81/82 vaa laauad. Tha praparatlon for VU*DA 63/84 haa atartcd.

*. iTaluatad data

IAEA-KB5 and IfEA-Ol ha«* «tartad alatlar jetlvlttaa to produca ElfO*/B
formatted avaluatad data fllaa, IHDL and JEr raapectlvaly. During tha
Hay 1M2 data cantara aacttng In Vlanna, tha technical natter» Involved
(Cmr/I cheeking codao, proceaalng eodea, data definition», format
convention», ate.) have been thoroughly dtaeueeed, and future work will
he coordinated.

Tha IAEA Nuclear Data library, IKDL, aa dlatrlbutad In May 1982,
contained about ISO materials, grouped In three part»:

- IMDl/V, a collection of varloue available evaluation», documented In
IAEA-MDS-31 tev. 2. Thla Include» primarily contribution* from USSR
Including tha SOWtATO» library converted Into EHDF/B format, but alao
evaluatloaa froa Auatrla, GSR, Poland, and other».

, tha International Reactor Oostmetry rile, documented In
IAtA-M»-*g (paint data varalon) and In IAEA-NDS-41, Rev. 1 (group
data version). Thla file la preaently being teatad, and an Improved
veralen la echeduled for U63.

- INDL/A, mutzon data evaluations of several secondary actinides contri-
buted from Franca, Germany F.R., India., Israel, Italy, Japaa, Romania,
WC, M M , documented In ZAM-mc-12, Kav. 6.' Xntercompaxlsons and
tasting ef these data are now planned.

S. h w i t atatlatlca

Ruaber and complexity of ra^ueata for data, documents and data handling
code» ara strongly Increasing ever tha paat few yeara a» llluatratad by
the following statlatlca.

Tear

1»7»

1*80

1)81 .

Jan-August
1182

Wo. of raqucata for
Expérimentai

data

•3
42

•1

S3

Evaluated
data

93

8*

18S
130

Documenta

95
238

3*7

318

Data
handling
eodes

IB
41

31

57

Total no.
of requests

2*9

407

«44

"5S8
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i. Project for Tarification af nitelaar etoia section processing codes

Objectives:

Cl) to taat tha accuracy of diffarant nuclaar eroaa •action processing
codai;

(2) eo understand end eliminate aourcaa of diaerapaneiaa;

(3) to arriva at accurata procaaelng codaa for Ufa in a variety of
applteatloua.

Project atartad with following ilaplttt benchmark east for
interceoparifon of diffarant processing codaa:

ENDF/B-V DoUaetry Library (sod. 1), to calculate flat-velghted,
0 Kelvin, unshielded croaa aectiona using tha SAHD-II 620 group structure.

Particular discrepancy areaa: resolved and unresolved reaonane* cross
seetlona, threshold rangea.

Project described in report XNDC(NDS)-134; aaa alao invited paper by O.B.
Cullen, U.L. Zljo and R.E. HacFarlane at the 19S2 KUme«he Lake Topical
Heating of the American Nuclear Society.

/. Meetings, Courses and Publlcatlona

(1) Consultants Meeting on Dranlua and Plutonlua Isotope
Resonance Parameter», in co-operation with NEANDC, Vienna, 28
Septeaber- 2 October 1981.

Proceedings published aa report INDC(N0S)-129/SJ.

(11) Advisory Croup Meeting on Nuclear Data for Radiation Daaagc
Assessaent and Safety Aspect», Vienna, 12-16 October 1981.

Proceedings published aa document IAEA-TECDOC-263; susaury
report published as report ISDCCNDS)-128/CR.

(ill) Course on Advances in Nuclear Theory and Nuclear Data for
Reactor Applications, ICTP Trieste, 25 January - 19 February
1982.

Proceeding» to be published in the IAEA-SMR-Serics.

(lv) Sixth NRDC Heating, Vienna, 3-7 May 1982.

Minutes to be published shortly aa INDC-report. Conclusion»
and recommendation» contained in Meao CP-D/108 of 12 July
1982.

(v) Fifth Advisory Group Meeting on Nuclear Structure and Decay
Data, Zalat near Utrecht, Netherland*, 11-14 May 1982. •

Meeting proceedings published aa report IRDC(ttDS)-133/NE.

(vl) Intel-regional Training Course on Utilization of Neutron
Generators, Debrecen, Hungary, 7 June - 9 July 1982.

Report: docuaent INDC/P(82)-5, August 1982.

(vil) Prcgreas report no. 8 on fission product nuclear data,
INDC;SDS)-130/G+P, July 1982.

Contributions by 93°Institute» froa 30 countrla».

(vili) Fifth Research Coord1nution Meeting on the Measurement and
Evaluation of Transaetlniua laotope Nuclear Decay Data, CBNM
Gael, 1-3 Septeaber 1982.

Minutes to be published aa report INDC;NDS)-136/NE.
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(tx) Fifth Research Coordination Meeting on tha Xntercoaparlson of
Actlnlde Hautron Nueiaar Data Evaluation*, CIMM Caal,
i-3 laptaabar 1982.

Minutât to ba published' as INDC raport.

(*) Conaultaota Matting on Î35U Fast Flaalon Croaa Sections,
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, 29 November - 1 Daeambar 1982.

Objactlva: Agreement on bait *"u faat flttlon cross
ttctlon «aluei to ba ustd at tntarnatlonal rcftranca atandtrd.

Proeaadlnga to ba publlahed as IHDC rtport.

Interregional Froject TC/INT/1/016 on Suelaar Data. Taehntque» and
Imtruaentatlon

Frétant status: Fellowship! and scientific Tlsitt to developed
laboratorlet were arranged for scientists fro» 7 developing
countries. Targets and taaplca and eoae auxiliary equipuent were
«uppllad to nine laborttoriei In tight developing countries. Froject
la at present planned to be continued through 19B5.

J.J. Schmidt
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CONTRIBPTIOK TO THE HEAMDC MgETIHG

MELD AT CHALK HIVER. CAHADA. 37 SEPTEMBER TO 1 OCTOBER 19B2

National Huclaar Pata C«nt«r, BNL

Status Report

1. Cross Section Evaluation working Croup 1CSEWG) Activities

Revision 2 to BNDF/B-V will be released in the spring of 1983. Included

will be revisions to B 1 0, Ca, re, 232Th and 233U, 23!Pu, new «valuations for
7L1, W isotopes, Ag Isotopes and Kb Isotopes. Natural elcaent evaluations for

B, Kr, Ag, Eu, Xe, Gd and Zr will be generated froa existing isotoplc

evaluations»

The planning for EHDF/B-VI continues. The ENDF/B formats should be fixed

in spring 1983, and the "standards" evaluations completed in spring of 1984.

A report "ENDF/B-V Cross Section Measureoent Standards" describing the

evaluation of the eight standards is ready to go to press.

The National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC) has provided the Electric Power

Research Institute (EPRI) with a convenient reference/guidebook to nuclear

data derived froa the Evaluated Hjclear Data File, Version V (ENDF/B-V),

EPR1-NP-2510.

The main part of the edition consists of plots of the aajor cross

sections for each of the General Purpose Nuclldes. These plots are

reconstructed froa the resonance parameters and background cross sections

given in the library. The resolution and display format have been selected to

show general trends in the data.

Following the section for individual nudides, an lntercomparlson of

cross section ratios (plots of n and a values) is provided for the major

fissile nuclei.

The final section contains a table of suellde properties derived froa the

data files. Included are thermal (220fa/sec and aaxwellian averaged) cross

sections, "g" factors, Infinitely dilute resonance integrals and fission

speetrua averages.

2. BNL-325 Vol 1

The fourth edition of BNL-325 Vol 2 Part A, "Neutron Cross Sections" for

'2-1-60 was published by the Academic Press Inc. in -January 1982. Work is In

progress for part B for Z-61-100. In addition to the thermal cross sections,

average resonance properties, and tabulated resonance parameters, this part

will include the following:

a. a consistent fit to the the n u l data of fissile cleaents.

b. neutron energy standards, gaama ray energy standards and

intensities.

c. a tabulation of energy ordered listing of strong resonances as

an aid to experimentalists to identify lnpurltles in saaples.

d. an overall description via graphs of the systeaatlcs of s-and

p-wave strength functions, radiation widths, and scattering

radii.

The evaluations for clcaents Z-61-82 2 3 5, 2 3 1U, 23«>2«0aZ'»lt2i«2pu „ ,

eoapleted. It is expected that work on part B will be finished by the close

of 1982 and that It will appear in print In early 1983.
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3. Muclear Pita Sheata

On October 27, 1981, KNDC sent the June 1981 (Vol. 33, Ho. 2) time of

th« Nuclear Data Sheeti to the Académie Press. This was the first issue of

HDS produced with the KKDC publication system. Since than, en an average, one

issue of the Nuclear Data Sheets has been produced every month.

The U.S. la part of an international natwork of maaa-chalo evaluatora

contributing recommended values of nuclear atructure information to the

Evaluated Nuclear Deta File (EHSDF) maintained by the NNDC. . The Nuclear Data

Sheeta are produced directly from this computerised data file. Member» of the

international network are USA, United Kingdom, Kuwait, West Germany, Prance,

Belgium, Japan, USSR, Sweden, Canada, and the Netherlands.

It Is planned to bring out a new edition of the Nuclear Wallet Cards

(last published in January 1979) In Spring 1983. A microfiche computerized

chart of nudldes called Conputope Chart was distributed In March 1982. Both

these publications represent a aubaet of data extracted from the computerized

EHSDF file and ara therefore constatent and current with the Nuclear Data

Sheet*. An article on the Nuclear Physics Section of the Physics Vade Hecum

publlahed on the 50th anniversary of the American Institute of Physic» waa

contributed by NNDC.

4. Seminar on Thermal Reactor Data

The National Nuclear Data Center hosted a two-day Seminar/Workshop

entitled "Thermal Reactor Benchmark Calculations, Techniques, Results and

Applications." The meeting was held Hay 17 and 18, 1982. The Electric Power

Research Institute (EPRI) sponsored the meeting and will publish the

proceedings. The topics Included reactor physics and nuclear data, analysis

of thermal reactor benchmarks, and utility and vendor needs.
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Topical Conference

"Intense Neutron Sources and their Applications"

held on 29 September 1982 at Chalk River, Canada,
during the 23rd HEANDC Meeting

Chairman: H.T. Motz

lit— - Design Characteristics and Research Plans for the WHR/PSR

C. Bowman, Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA

^U— - The German Project for a High Power Spallation Source
for Fundamental Research

S. Cierjacks, Karlsruhe, West Germany

~ Canadian Accelerator Breeder System Development
S. Schriber, CRNL/AECL, Canada

- Prospects for Intense Neutron Sources from the Accelerator
Breeder Program at CRNL

M.A. Lone, CRNL/AECL, Canada

\(r— - The U.K. Spallation Neutron Source

M. Sowerby, Harwell, England

.- Upgrading of ORELA

F. Perey, Oak Ridge, USA
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«•port of the Subcoaalttee en Discrepancies to th« 33rd NEANDC Halting

Tha Subcoaalttee sat on tha aornlng of 29 Saptaabar 1982.

««•bar»; «..». Bôekhoff, U.C. Chrlan, (. Clerjacks, C. Coeeva, I. Conde, «. Cro»«, r. Garvey,
— — — s. jgarael, Ik. Mlchaudon, I. Hots. C. Mordborg, P. Perey, J.L. Rowlands, S.H. QaiB,

J.J. Schaldt, H.G. Sotrarby (Chalraan), H. Tubbe, !.. 1. Whetatoae

X. tlst of Discrepancies Considered

Discrepancy

(1) 7til»,«'«)I
(2) Cr, Hi and Fa, capture croaa sections
(3) Cr and Ni, total and Inelastic scattering

crosa sections
(4) alHb(n,n')93BHb crosa aaction
(5) 2 3 2Th capture croas aectlon
(6) *32Th flasion croaa section
(7) 3Hji fission cross section
(I) 2 " u fission cross section
(9) 238g capture croas aaction
(10) 2 3 iO inelastic scattering croaa aaction
(II) 237Mptn,2n) croaa aaction
(12) *3?Fu decay power
(13) ,?:AB fission reaonance integral
(14) * 3 5U, 2 3 9Fu resonance paraaetars
(15) I 0 3»h(n,n 1) l o'Hh cross section
(IS) Hinlaua in o n T for Sc at 2 kaV
(17) Delayed neutrona fro» fission
(IS)- " i r and 9®Zr resonance paraaatara
(19) " g a , rY 2.S5 kaV reaonanee
(20) ".Pu fission croas aection
(21) 109 Ag captura croaa aaction
(22) ???*• captura raaonanca intagral
(23) 237

national Responsibility

Caraany (Qaia)
CEC (SSckhoff)
USA (Hots)

Auatrla (Vonach)
OSA (Hotx)
USA (Hots)
rranca (Fort)
OK (Sowarby)
OSA (7)
USA (Mots)
Franca (Fort)
OSA (Mots)
UK (Sowarby)
Franca (Fort)
Austria (Vonach)
USA (Chrlan)
Sweden (Condè)
Italy (Cocava)
OK (Sowarby)
Garaany (Ciarjacks)
Japan (Zgaraal)
Svadar. (Condt)

Itaas (5) • (6) and (7) hava baan reaoved fro» the IHDC diacrapancy liât for policy raaaor.s. The
Subcoaalttee decided that they should be retained in the NEAMDC list. Iteas (3) and (23) are
new ltaaa proposed by tha IHOC Discrepancy subcoaaittee at its aaetlng on tha 9th October 1961.
It «at agraad that ltea (3) should ba Included in tha list but itea (23) was not Included
following tha coaaent by Hots that the aeasureaenta by Frahaut (Sruyeraa la Chatel) were superior
to the other data and the dlffarancas batwaan all tha aaaauraaants were not significant. Itens
(21) and (22) were added to tha list on tha recoaaendatlon of Igaraal and Conde respectively.
They agreed to provide entries to the dlaciapancy file on these iteas.

IX. Discussion of tha Discrepancies

(1). Paraaatars of 1.15 kaV raaonanca in Fa

Sockhoff reported on tha discrepancies in the neutron width or capture area of tha 1.15 kev
rasonanea. Tha values obtained froa tha capture aeasureaenta at Gael and Oak Ridge using total
anargy detectors appaar to be * 30 % higher than tha values obtained froa transmission aeasure-
•anta and frea aeasureaents with other capture detectors. It was felt that tha data froa the
transalsslon aaasureaenta arc unlikely to be wrong and it la auspaeted that the total energy
detectors are not alwaya working properly when the capture.-gaaaa-ray spectrua is hard. It was
agreed that a task force be set up to resolve the problea with membership drawn fro» Oak Ridge,
Gael and Harwell and Perey waa aakad to be leader (cf. Actions 26 to 30).

(ill M»,U reaonance paraaatars above 1.4 kaV and tha 2 3 BU capture croaa section

The Subcoaalttee noted (a) tha discrepancies in tha neutron width of 3 3 8o above 1.4 k*v reported
by De Sauaaura at the Antwerp Conference, (b) the need to obtain tha paraaeters of the large
reaonances between the 4 and 10 keV and (c) the continuing discrepancy la tha capture cross
section below * 100 keV.
Xt was reported that Olsen at al had extended their reaonance anelysla up to C kaV (cf. ANS
•eating, Los Angeles, June 19S2).
Xt was agreed to sat up a task force to solve thaaa discrapancles and Sowerby was asked to be its
leader (cf. Actions 31 to 37).

1111) Soaa eoaaenta on the other discrepancies

tl(».»'«)T - Qala reported on tha reaulta of th» JOlich-Gael aeaaureaenta. H« considered that
the diacrapancy had bean solved and that It could be reaovad fro» tha HEANDC list He agreed to
provide «a up-dated entry to the discrepancy file to confira this.
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Th. captura ereaa «action - It waa xaportad that Olaan at al had Bade aeeaureaenta and that a
fpeelaliata' Meeting on tha Th-eycle la te be hald In Japan In ald-Octobar.
Joaa* reported en tha integral aaaaureaenta on 2 3 JTh theraal captura eroaa eectlon aa.de at Chalk
«lver which ara conalatent tilth tha IHDF/i-v a valuation.

Hp(n,2n) - Hlehaudon raportad that Prahaut had planna'd aeaaureaente of thla eroas «action but
could not proeaad baeauaa ha could not obtain a aultabla aaapla (10-20 g).

Decay haat - A nuabar of aaaauraaanta and calculation* war» praaantad at tba Antwerp conference
froa Japan, Franca and U.K. Conde raportad that aoaa «aaauraaanta «ara In pregreaa at studsvlk
on " 9 » u and *laV.

Wlnlaua In OnT for tc at » kav - Chrlan raportad on tha praaant poaitlon and ptovidad an antry
to tha dlacrapancy flla. Tha problaa aaaaa to ba ona of aaapla purity. It vaa agraad that thla
dlacrapancy ahould be raaovad froa tha NEAHDC Hat.

nautrona froa fi»>lon - Condi raportad that the praaant antry In tha flla doaa not raqulre
•pdating. Thla problem la to ba conaldarad at tha NEANDC fpeclallata' Haatlng to ba held at
•rookhaven In 1983.

P eroaa aectlona - Though thla la not a dlaerapancy Garvey reported the lncraaalng lntereat
In 236o crosa «action* dua to uranlu'a recycle In theraal reactora.

It w»« agreed that the NCAHDC would produce a bound copy of the Olacrapancy Flic after the preaent
aeetlng ainca the IHOC are at preaent producing a bound voluae on the Standarda File. Action»
38 to 47 were endoraad to obtain the neceaaary updated entrlea to tha file before 1 January 1983.
Jowarby agraad to c-oablne these and prepare thea. for publication aa a bound voluaa by the NEA.

H.G, gowerbv
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KFPEHPIX T

Report of the Subcommittee on Standard? to the 23rd NEAHDC Heating

Th* Subcoaaittee Bet in th* availing of 27 September 1*12.

Member*» K.I. aockhoff, «..«. Chrlen, E. Cond», w.G. Croas, S. Xgaraal, C. Wordborg,
F.G. Parey (Chalraan), S.M. gala, J.J. Schaidt, H.O. Sowerby, M. Tubbe, S.L. Nhetatona

*• WEAHDC/IHDC eubcoaaltt*a eaoparation

• • Cond* transmittad tha daaira of tha IHDC Standards Subcoaaittee for thl* subcommittee to
formally «ndoraa thalr decision to publish tha currant varsion of tha HEANDC/IN'DC standards
Data Fil*. Tha subcoaaittaa gava its approval and agrees to undartaka tha next publication of
tha Standards Data fila.

•• lapact of JEF and IHDr/B-VI on Subcoaaittaa

Tha craatlon of JBF and tha plannad updata of tha ENDF/s-v standards data vara discussad to
find out if thasa activities should affact tha eparatlon of tha subcoaaittaa. If tha subcoamlttaa
Is to play any rola in th« ravision of EKDF/B-V Standard* data, tla* 1* of *»Ê*net alnca tha
targat data for thalr updata la tha spring of 1984 whan tha subcoaaittaa would naxt aaat.
Tha subcoaaittaa racognlsas that ona of its important functlona la to facilitât* cosnunication
aaong axparts in tha Standarda araa froa tha dlffarant aaabar countrias In ordar to obtain
battar xaeeaaandad valuaa and to promet» thalr usa.
Tha fanaral eensansus was that tha Subcoaaittaa Chairman should contact tha CSEHG Standards
Subcoamlttaa Chalraan to asplora ways in which tha rola of thia aubcoamittaa, and tha corres-
ponding IMC subcoaalttaa. could halp In tha updatk of tha IHDF/s-v Standards data.

IX. Other luslnass

t. Standards data ravlaw rasponslbllltlas

•asponsibllltias for ravlaw of tha 'data in th* Standards data fllaa of tha subeoacittea, adopted
at tha last aeeting. were left unchanged. Theae are:

Austria: 37kl(n,a)

•IC: >0><n,a), actinlde half-lives

France: Hp(n,f), Y-ray standarda ;

Japan: 238O(n,f)

V.K.i a(n,n), O(n,f), neutron energies

USA: 6Ll(n,a), C(n,n). l97Au(n,Y>.
2S2Cf(v) and X(E), thermal count rate

Mo decision was taken a* to whan the varloua experts should "provide their input to th» subcommittee
chairaan. Th* ehairaan of the subcommittee was asked to select an appropriate tiae and communicate
It to the subcommittee aeabers following his discussion with the CSEHG Standards Subcosmlttee
Chalraan.

I. Election of new Chalraan

E. C M U was elected tha new Chalraan of the aubcoaalttae.

F.C. »«rev
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«•port of the tubeoaaltte* on Technical Activities to the 23rd N E A N D C Meeting

The Subcoaalttee aet on th* afternoon of 28 Septeaber 1982.

Membersi K.M. aockhoff, U.C. Chrlan, S. Clerjacks, C. Cocava, H. Condt, ». Croat, S.I. Igarasl,
———— A. Hlehaudon. B. Motz, C. Wordboro, P. Party, S.M. Qata, J.L. Rowland! (Chairman) ,

J.J. Cchaidt, H. fowarby, N. Tubba, S.L. Mhatatana

1 Tha High Priority Request List

Th* list (distributed as NEACRP/a. 500, NEANDC/A 156) haa baan andortad by tha NEACRP Haetlng
(which aat earlier in Saptaabarl with the raqucat that tba statut should be reviewed by NEAMDC
and a status report subaittad to aach MEACRP annual «««ting. Rowland* had agreed to compila tha
status raports, which would ba ba«ad on raplles to a quastionnalra which ha would dlstributa
to uabttt, Members wara askad to clrculata tha High Priority Request List (in thair raspactlva
countries) and tj ansura that tha questionnaire was coaplated and returned to Rowlands by the
end of March 1983.

Rowlands proposed that tha questionnaire should take tha following fora:
Each «caber country which has Bad* a request, and laboratory carrying out aea'sureaents or
evaluations, should:

(a) Provide an estimate of Che accuracy already achieved In either aeasured oz evaluated data.
In particular, countries asking a request should endeavour to provide an estinate of the
accuracy already achieved for their requ"st, or which could be achieved by a nuclear model
calculation.

(b) Clve lnforaation about aeasuraaents or evaluations recently coapleted and tha accuracy
achieved.

(c) List measurements In progress or planned and tha expected accuracy.
(d) Coaaent if it is considered that the requested accuracy is unattainable at present and

estimate the achievable accuracy.

2. Compilation of Simple Integral Huclear Data

Rowlands said that simple Integral data (auch as spectrum averaged cross sections and ratios) arc
of value for testing «valuations, and some ii.tsgral data art used directly in reactor calculations.
Por example, thermal Maxwelllan averaged values and resonance integrals for some secondary actiniae
isotopes and material activation reactions are used In irradiated material inventory and activity
calculations. Reactor spectrum averaged values of reactions with high energy thresholds can bji
derived approximately froa fission spectrua averaged values.

References to such simple integral measurements arc not always easy to traca.

Tubbs and Schmidt asked Rowland* to give an Indication of the magnitude of the vork which would
be Involved in producing such a bibliography and in compiling th* data and also to say what th*
relative Importance of such an activity was compared with other work being undertaken by the
Data Centrée. Rowlands said that ha thought that th* bibliography would be only a few percent
of the sice of CIMDA and that some integral data were more Important than aoac of the different i.-._
data compiled at the Data Centres. However, It was not of greater importance than the JEF project.

(Nordborg has aow mad* an analysis of EXFOR entries and this shows that about 10 \ of the datasets
are Integral measurements, such ss thermal Haxwellian averages, fission spectrum averages and
pile spectrum measurements. mow*ver, It was thought that the neutron spectra described in detail
were not in EXPOR.)

Concern was also expressed by torn* members about the adequacy of the documentation and charac-
terisation of some published Integral data and the problems -Involved in interpreting the data.
It was also said that the dosimetry benchmark field measurements are well documented and that
further referencing and tabulation was not required. '

**.*»•• «9«ed to undertake an exploratory exercise. Rowlands agreed to write to members of the
HEAMDC and WEACRP asking them to provide references to simple integral data. Tubbs agreed to
look Into the possibility of compiling:

(•) • bibliography of Integral nuclear data, and
<b' J J * * " 1 " * " e o " p r i * l n « t h # ••••«red value», the neutron spectra and uncertainty

3. Compilation of Reference Data endorsed by the SEANPC

The question vat raited whether the H B A N D C should recoaa
« reference purposes. The NEACRP had asked for guidance

spectra). It w..,,reed thatl>th.o"tw2 nuclear dïtï^ôpieî'be^eïîeClira^^h^propStêd^rôokheven
Meeting on «Yields and Decay Properties of Fission Products*. p»«»

The «.uestion vat raised whether the HBANDC should recoaaend .or select data for standardization
or reference purposes. The KEACRP had asked for guidance on decay data, required for decay heat
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Coaeeralag référença values fer tka 2200 a/aac creaa sections of tha principal actlnlda Isotopes
(«kick ara raqulrad. for exaapla, «a étendards to aoraallse integral eroaa-aactlon aeaaurcaents)
It waa noted that a «aw «valuation bad bean praaantad at tha Antwerp Confaranea by Stahn and that
Valuae 2 et INL-J2S, fourth edition, «a» now being praparad for publication.

4. facial larlaa of Important Docuaanta sponsored bv MEANDC

Members agreed to eonaldar topics which night ba «ultabla for a 'Special merit» of Important
Docuaents- to ba isauad undar tha aponsorshlp of tha NEANDC and aaka propoaals for consideration
at tk» Kaxt aaatlng. Thaaa topics could include aaaauraaanta of apeclal laportanca (documented
In datall), and aathods of analysis of data.

5. IHpr/p-V rormat and Processing Codas

ENDrY»-IV or »-v foraats hava now baan adopted In aoat countries. Processing codes developed in
tha Of* ara now laplaaantad and In use in aany countries, and soae countrlas have developed their
•va processing codas or axtandad tha codas froa tha UP*, for example, procasslng codes have been
developed In Japan and Italy, and In Prance tha coda RECENT has been extended to process the
Kelch-Moore foraallsa.

In tha USA tha ENDP/B-V foraat Is being reviewed with a view to introducing a aodifled fornat
In tha Spring of J983. Becauaa of tha desire for international standardisations this would have
implications for all evaluators and usars. Zt was askad If it would ba possible for the Data
Centres (HEABI and IAEAHDS) to ba lnforaed of tha proposed revisions and to hava an opportunity
to coaaant' before the new foraat is adopted. Chrien agraed to aak S. Paarlstein whether they could
ba aaat the lnferaatlon and possibly also participate In the Beating of th'a codes and foraata
•ubcoaaltt'ee which would finalisa the new format. It was also considered desirable that users
who had encountered probleas or found limitations In the ENDP/l-v foraat ahould conaunicate these
quickly to tha Data Centres and that the Centrea should forward these, together with their own
«laws, and experiences (gainad, for example, when converting data froa other foraats to ENDF/»-V)
to Pearlstein.

It was reported that INDP/l-V processing codes would be a topic at the next 4 Centres Meeting (in
Moscow). Tubbs said that he would enquire whether thia part of the Meeting could be opened to a
wider participation, and lnfora members.

Tubba raportad that a Workshop on the code HJOY was to ba held at the HEADS and also a Workshop
on tha Monte-Carlo codes TRIPOLI and HONK. Be agreed to infora aaabers of tha details of these.

S. Intarlaboratory Intorcoaparlaon Projects

(1) Intercomparlson of methods used to deteralne average parameters from
parameters

Conclusions drawn froa this exercise are reported In NBA Data Bank Newsletter No. 27, and a brief
report on the Workshop is given in MEANDC-151 "A". Tha work Is also described In a paper to the
Antwerp conference.

Tha exercise waa dona In four stages. In the first staga It was shown that the performance of r.c:.t
coda* was much less aecurata than tha authors had estimated. Tha second stage showed that only -.»:
codas (by Moor» and Wei«Ban) provided good estimates of p-wave strength functions and only one
(BAYtfX by Hoora) requires little physics Judgement to ba aada by the user. The third stage
Involved the use of tha eodas by an independent user and showed that many codea were not in a
portable fora, were not well docuaented and required a deep understanding of the methods to
aelect appropriate code parameters. Only the codes >A*ESZ* and ESTIMA were considered to be fully
portable and suitable for general use at present. Tha fourth staga will involve a wider use of
thesa codas. All tha codaa hava baen laprovad am a consequence of the exorcisa and it is expected
that other codas will also ba aade portable and achieve a coaparable accuracy.

The intarcoaparison exercise had Involved a lot of work and taken about 2 to 3 years to reach
the present staga. Coceva expressed reservations about the range of validity of the exercise.

(II) Data reduction and resonance parameter analysis of transmission data in the resolved
resonance region

Xt waa agreed that aathods usad In data reduction and resonance parameter analysis of transmission
data in the resolved resonance region should be critically examined and lntercoapared. The first
stage should ba a aaatlng at which workers in this field praaant descriptions of their methods
•ad codes, and experiences in analysing data, and consider how best to evaluate the consistency
••4 reliability of tha method» In uaa. The Chairman of MEANDC agreed to write to P. Xlbon aaking
•la If ha would be willing to organize such a aaatlng to ba bald In Parla la tba Spring of 1983
(subject to tha approval of this aeetlng by the Committee «nd tha NEA).

(III) Muclaar model code intercomparlson exercise

A note waa distribute* by tha Secretariat describing tha present status of this exercise. Draft
versions of report* on the two completed exercises have baan distributed to participants and a
final report will ba Issued whan replies have baan received. Thesa are tha coupled channel exercise
•nd tha spherical optical aodel s.nd statistical model exercise. The pra-equlllbrlua aodel exercise
was now hning formulated and a specification would bo dis't: ibutcd at the «nd al «-J82,

* Mvesz Is an enhanced and faatar version of larcsx.
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(i»t Til» tint flux Intarcoaparlaon anarclaa

This asarelia lavolvoa Intarcoaparlaon of
(a) indlaa foil activation
<b) aaaauraaant* ualng a countar davalopad at larva11.

It «aa dacldad that th« Comttaa ahould await tha outcoaa of thla axarclaa bafera consldarlng
any additional poaalbla lntarcoaparlaona. aockhoff «aa raquaatad to kaap aaabara Inforead on
prograaa of tha'aim indlus foil activation intareoapaxison.and fowarby «aa raquaatad to lnfora
•••bar* of prograii with tha flaalon chaabar lntarcoaparlaoo.

T. Traataant of Uncartalntlaa In Haaaurad and tvaluatad Data

It «aa raportad Chat an annotatad bibliography on tha traataant of uncartalntlaa had baan pro-
duoad by Ctiwc. Itacant raporta on thla aubjact lneluda doeuaanta by D.L. (alth (kML).

Xa a aaparatai ad hoc aubcoaaittaa (Clacjacka, »aray, Kovlanda and Sowarby) production of a
docuaant giving guidallnaa on tha information to ba Includad In raporta on nuelaar data naatura-
•aata and crltarla to ba appliad in rafaraaing aueh raporta «ai dlaeuaaad. Sowarby agraad to
organiaa production of thla docuaant, in conaultatlon with othara. An adaquata charactarlzatlon
of aourcaa of uncartalnty waa ragardad a* an adantlal raqulraaant.

J.L. «owlanda
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APPENDIX

NUMDC SERIES ON NEUTRON PHYSICS AND NUCLEAR DATA IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

g*n*ral Information and Cod» of Practice

Tha first book (on Flaslon) In the NEANDC Series was issued In 1981. Another book (in two
part*) la in press (on Neutron Sources) and a third one is in preparation (on Neutron
Radiative Capture). More books are envisaged for the future but as of September 1982 no
official commitment haa been stade about their launching.

Before embarking on issuing more books it is perhaps timely to recall the conditions agreed
upon between the publisher (Pergamon PresO and the NEANDC on one hand and to take stock of
the experience gained since then on the other. Methods of work are also proposed to reach
our goals.

The general character of the Series has been clearly defined.'1' It is because of the spe-
cial fêTEûrës~ôTTEî~Serie« that Pergamon Press accepted to publish it. This character must
be preserved by all Means unless a new negotiation with the publisher decides otherwise.
Mainly oriented towards applications, especially fission energy, the Series «ins at presen-
ting all aspects of well-identified and relevant subjects. Balance is essential between
various aspects ; fundamental and applied, theoretical and experimental. (A Series on Basic
Neutron Physics alone was rejected by the publisher). All these aspects must be clearly
reflected in the organization of each book. The basic physics, pertinent to the subject,
should be clearly explained and the applications wall presented and justified. The relevant
nuclear data situation should be thoroughly assessed : how are these data obtained from
theory or experiments or both, what are the present limitations of these methods, how do
these data compare with the needs and what are the prospects for the future.

The scientific level of the book should be that of a graduate student. Not written for the
layman, the books should not be written for a small circle of experts -either. They should
be like textbooks, not invited papers grouped together, with the objective of reaching a
wide audience.

The length of each book, as set by the publisher, should be about 120-1SO pages. Though not
achieved for the first books, it remains the goal for future books unless specified other-
wise by the publisher.

Quality is absolutely essential and this demands consideration of several points :

The style should acconodate a wide range of readers. The various aspects of the subject
should be explained in simple terms, whenever possible. A good level of popularisation is
desirable, that of Scientific American for example. Esoteric jargon should be avoided. When
specialixed words or expressions are necessary, they should be clearly defined at their
first us*.

The presentation should be clear, interesting and appealing. People should find pleasure in
reading the book, not get bored.

Unity and homogeneity should appear not only vitfaln each book but also within the whole
Series. Consistency of symbols should be ensured throughout the Series whenever possible.
Each book should have a complete and up-to-date list of references, a list of abbreviations,
a glossary of symbols and a subject index. Books with similar subjects should have a similar
organisation as described in the General Information Shee't.

The writing of each book usually requires contributions from several authors m order to
cover all aspects of the subjeot. Therefor* a very Important and extensive phase of editing
is necessary to obtain books fulfilling the requirements recalled above. This constitutes
• lot of work and is much more difficult than editing Conference Proceedings, especially
sine* no editorial help is available either from the NEA or from the publisher at least for
the tiac being. This task is the responsibility of an Editor who should be an excellent
physicist, an authority in the subject, with a good command of English. The Editor is res-
ponsible both to the Committee and to the publisher for the quality of the work, its confor-
mity to the goals described above and for the date of completion. The SIANDC has the ulti-
mate responsibility of the Scries In itself and to the publisher.

To achieve these goals, the following procedure Is proposed t

1) The contents and the quality of the Scries as wall at all Important relevant matters ara
under the supervision of three Ceueral Editors, normally members of tha NEANDC. One of
these Editors is chairman oi she Subcommittee on Monographs.

(1) General Information Sheet issued by Mrgamon Press.
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2) All the correspondance between tha NEANDC and the publisher (Pergamon Press) is done
by the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Monographs.

3) Subjects of the various books and their Editors, one Editor for each book, are chosen
by the Committee upon proposals from the General Editors who gather suggestions from
Coral ttee members and.other scientists.

4) The Editor of each book, in consultation with the General Editors acting together,
•ust prepare a detailed outline with a list of possible authors and submit it to the
Committee for approval. Proposals of authors should be accompanied with references as
to their competence and their capability to. achieve the work requested. Formal commit-
swnts about the editors, authors and subjects can be made only with the explicit
approval from the NEANDC Chairman after consultation'with the members.

5)<The Editor, after approval from the General Editors, gives detailed instructions to the
authors on the preparation of their contributions : general character, scientific level,
presentation, style, references, symbols, etc. A tine schedule is also given for the
various steps to come.

6) When agreement is obtained about the Editor, the authors, the title, the length and the
date of submission of each contribution, Pergasion Press is informed by the Chairman of
tha Subcommittee on Monographs. Contracts are then Issued to the Editor and the authors.

7) A draft version is supplied in due time by each author to the Editor who sends a copy of
the whole draft to all authors for information and to the General Editors for Information
and comments. These comments are made by the General Editors acting together.

8) The Editor sends to each author a copy of his (or her) contribution with comments and
proposed modifications. Flexibility on the part of the authors is essential to modify
their chapters.

9) The revised versions, as close as possible to the final ones, are sent in due time by
the authors to tha Editor who, in tha same manner as for the draft version, sends the
whole version to all authors and the General Editors.

10) The Editor, in close contact with the authors, carries out the last phase of the editing,
which should not be underestimated. From past experience it can easily last about six
•onths.

11) The final document is sent to Pergamon Press by the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Mono-
graphs, after consultation with the other General Editors and with the NEANDC Chairman
who should refer the matter to the members if necessary.

12) Copies of correspondence relevant to the monographs (including the contracts) are sent
to the NEANDC Chairman and the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Monographs':

13) Any serious difficulty arising during the writing of a book which cannot be solved by
the General Editors is brought to the attention of the NEANDC Chairman .by the Chairman
of the Subcommittee on Monographs.

14) The above procedure may be reviewed at the initiative of the NEANDC Chairman after
consultation with the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Monographs and the other Coraaittse
members.

A. MICHAUDON
Chairman - Subcommittee on Monographs

Members of the Subcommittee on Monographs: K.H. Bockhoff, R. Chrien, S. Cierjacks,
C. Coceva, A. Michaudon (Chairman), H.T. Motz, S.M. Qaim, S.L. Whetstone
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AFPEHOIX 1O

Report of tha (ubeoaaietsa en Hitting» to tha 23rd WAHDC Maatlng

TJ|« •ttbcaaaUCCaa act In tba aftarnoon of 2a Saptaabar 1982 and rapottad to tha tall Coaalttaa
on 30 Saptaabar 1912.

. ,Haabarsi X.l. SOckhoff, ».E. Chrlan, ». Clarjacks, C. Cocava, A. Mlehaudon, C. Nordborg,
*.M. gala, J. «owlanda, J.J. Schaldt, M.O. Soworby, M. Tubba, I.L. Vhatatona (Chairaan)

A. Major Confarancaa

Tha Subeoaalttaa Chatraan rsportad on tha statua of tha proposais raeatvad fro» U.S. laboratorias
offaring to host tha naxt Nuelaar Data Confaranea In tha rail of 1984. Brookhaven haa offarad to
dafar to tha othar two proposals racalvads froa Los Alaaos and froa tha nts. Tb< Subeoaalttaa
aaabars axprassad no prafaranea for ona ovar tha othar• but raeognlzad both as approprlata hosts
for tha Confaranca. '

rutura aaatlnfs la tha sarlas. Including tha possibility of Initiating n«w "eylm*", »sz« dlscussad
In tha full Coaalttaa aaatlng. It vaa raportad that lnforaal dlaeossions by attandaas at tha
rseant Antvarp Maatlng lad to a auggaatlon that a alx-yaar eyela ba sat up Involving subsaquant
aaatlags la Xiav (1986) and In Europa (19SI).

a. Fropoaad I»«A/MDt Maatlnqs

rroa tha H a t provldad by 3.3. Schmidt, ona aaatlng «as salactad by tha Coaalttaa for possibla
Joint support. This was tha "Advisory Group Haatlng on Huclsar Standard Rsfaranca Data" to ba
haId tsntativaly at Gaal in Saptaabtr 1984. This vas In vlaw of tha fact that tha raaponsiblllty
for praparlag tha naxt lasua of tha Joint IMDC/MCANDC Standards Kavlaw rasidas with NEANDC during
tha 1983-84 parlod.

C. >ravioualy Approvad »«A Spaelallsts' Maating

Tha aaatiag on "Tialds and Daeay 'ropartlas of Plsslon Products* will ba hald at Brookhavan National
Laboratory en 24-27 Oetobar 1983.

D. Proposad Haw M«A Spaclalists' Waatinga

Aa action was placad on tha MEA Saeratarlat to sacura NBA approval for thasa aaatlnga.

A aaating on "Data Raduction and Rssonanca Varaaatar Analysis of Transaisslon Data in tha Rasolvad
Rasonancs Raglon" is pispossd for tha Spcing of 1983 to ba hald in Paris. An Action was placed
Oil tha Cbalraaa .to Invita P. Klbon to aasist In lta organisation. (Klbon has racantly eoaplatad
a fruitful axarcisa involving lntarlaboratory intarcoaparlson of such data raduction aaehods.)

A aaatlng on "Tha Usa of tha Optical Votantlal for tha «radictlon of Wautron Cross factions" Is
proposad for tha Spring of I98S to ba hald In »arls.
Aa Action was placad oa Hlchaudon to organlia this aaatlng.

«tanlay I. Whatstona
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APPEHPIX II

Maetlnge planned by the XABA/NDS

1221
I. Advisory Croup Matting en Basic and Applied Nuclear Laval Densities,

11-15 April, srookhaven National Laboratory, USA

3. 13th Meeting of tha international Nuclear Data Commit ft. May,
Klo da Janalro, araiil

?• Consultante' Meeting on tha Cf-252 Fiasion-Nsutron Spectrum, (aarly) June,
Vienna (tantatlva)

4. kaaaarch Coordination Meeting on tha Measureaent and Evaluation of
Txensaetiniua Isotope Oacay Data, (and) Juna, Idaho Falla, USA

5. Research .Coordination Haatlng on Atomic Collision Data for Diagnostic*
of Magnetic rusion Plasma», (1st wesfc) fiaptsnber, Munich, FRG

6. 7th Maatlng of tha Nuclaar Reaction Data Cantras , September, Moscow, USSR

7. Interregional Training Coursa and Study Tour on Nautron Physics and
Nuclaar Data Measurements with Accelerators and Research Reactors,
4-30 Septsaber, USSR

8. Consultants' Meeting on tha Evaluation of Radiation Daaage Nuclear Data for*.
Structural Materials, October, Vienna

9. Consultants' Meeting on Nuclear Data for •oxahole and mulkaedia Assay Using
Nuclear Techniques, October, Cracow, Poland

10. Consultants' Heating on tha evaluation of Bigh Priority A+M Collision Data
for rusion, October, Vienna (aeatlng tentative)

II. Rasearch Coordination Heating on tha Measurement and Analysis of 14 MeV
Neutron Cross-Sections, Noveaber, Gausslg/Drasden, GDR

12. Rasearch Coordination Maatlng on tha Validation and Benchmark Tasting of
Actinida Nuclaar Data, Movaabar, Vienna

Xatsonls/Lorenz

Leans1

(Kocherov)

Cullen

Okanoto

Scheldt

Lenael

.1984 (The time and place for all meetings are tantatlva)

1. Interrégional Training Course on tha Methodology of Evaluation and
Processing of Nuclaar Data for Nuclaar Reactor Applications, (4 weeks),
•prlng, IAEA, Vienna

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

6th Meeting of the Nuclear Structure and Decay Data Network, May, Karlsruhe

Advisory Croup Meeting on Transactinium Isotope Nuclear Oata, Juna, Sweden

Advisory Group Heating on Nuclear Standard Reference Data, September, Gael

14th Meeting of the International Nuclear Data Committee, October, Vienna

Consultants' Meeting on Nuclear Data for Safeguards, or Nuclaar Safety

Research Coordination Meeting on the Measurement and Evaluation of
Transactlnlua Isotope Decay Data

Rasearch Coordination Meeting on tha Validation
Actinida Nuclear Data

•ark Testing of

Rasearch Coordination Meeting on the Measurement and Analysis of 14 MeV
Neutron Cross-Sections

Research Coordination Meeting on Atoaie Collision Data for Diagnostics of
Magnetic Fusion Plasaas

4th Meeting of tha A+M Data Centre Network

3rd Meeting of the ZFRC Subcoaalttee on Atomic and Molecular Data for Fusion

Cullen

lortnl

Ijoreni/Leninc 1
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LIST OT PAPERS DISTRIBUTED DURING THE 23RO HEANOC HEETINC - SEPTEMBER 1902

NEANOC-IM'A"

NEANDC-162"Aa

NEANOC-IU'A"

MtANDC-lCS'A*

NEANDC-IM'A"

NEANDC-1«7«A«

NEANDC-168"A"

a£ANOC-lé»"A"

NEANDC-170"A«

NEANDC9JO-S3/U

HE(U)lf

HEAN0C(CAN).S2A

FYS-S1EK-HEH0-110

High Priority Nuclear Data Heeauremente Requirement*' Tor the Reactor Progn

Summary Record of th» Second Heating of th» Scientific Co-ordln»tinj Group of the
Joint Evaluated File Projaet, Antwrp, Belgium, 6th September, 1 M 2

NEA Dat» Bank Activity Report, September 19B2

NEANDC Coda of Practica, Varalon 1.0, Octobar 1»B2

Triennial Report on th» Actlvitlaa of th» .NEANDC 1978-1981

Note» on th» 24th NEACRP Heating by the NEANOC Obearvar

23rd Heating of NEANOC. CRNL, Canada, 27th September to lat Octobar, 1982, Report on
NEACRP Activities

Contribution to the NEANOC Meeting held at Chalk River, Canada, 27th September to 1st
October, 1982, Nuclear Data Section, International Atomic Energy Agency

Activitiea of JAERI Nuclear Oat» Center and Japaneae Nuclear Data Committee, April
19B1 to July 1982

National Nuclear Data Center Statua Report

Progreea Report, July 1981 to June 1982 incluaive, Japanese Nuclear Data Comnittee

Steering Committee For Nuclear Energy, Proposal for a Second Phase of the Joint
Progrès*» on Neutron Data Evaluation

Canadian Progreaa Report to the NEANOC, March 1981 to September 1982

Prograaa Report on Neutron Croaa Section Evaluation Activitiea in the Netherlands for
the period April 1901 to September 1932

NEANDCWR)-157"ir Progreaa Report on Nuclear Data Activitiea in Sweden for 19B1

TlWlCS-OAUNU(82)2 TIB/TICS - Lsborstorio Deti Nuclearl Summary R»port of Activities in 19dl

Ca—lttae Nataai
1. Statue of tho nuclear model code lntercoaperion exercices
2. Nuclear data measureaienta pertaining to ruaion devicee
ï. NCAN0C scope and programme, letter from Tubba to BBckhoff dated 6th August, 1982
4. t — a t y af discussions on agende item A.I.I
5. Preeant »Utu» of the JAERI fusion neutronic» aource facility
C Praaant atatua of the JAERI tandem accelerator
7. Steering covaittee on nuclear energy - liât of members
S. Netae far the Chalk River NEANOC meeting on stable isotope» séparations and availability

1. NiV neutron production from thermal neutron capture in Li and B compounds by H.A. Lone, D.C. Santry
and H.N. Jngli»

2. Baaanoence of effective croaa sections on thermal niutron temperatures by R.T. Jones and A. Ofcazaki
9. HeeUetion fluxes and currants over a plane, circular aperture due to direct contributions fro* a

plan», circular source by S.A. Kuahneriuk and H.A. Lone ' -
«. Law energy Tti(p,n)* Be neutron eource (CANUTRON) by H.A. Lone, A.M. Ross, J.S. Fraaer, S.O.

Sefcrlber, S.A. Kuahneriuk and H.N. Selander
i, Prsapt fsaas rays from thermsl-nautron capture by H.A. Lone, R.A. Leavltt and iJ.A. Harrison
•*. fis) Canaan Project for a high power apallation neutron aouroe for fundamental research by G.S. Bauer

and J.E. Vettcr
7. BMatajlnation of *Li(n,n'trHe croaa aectiona by H. Liakien, P.. WBlfle and S.H. Qaim
•• Crass sections for hydrogen and helium producing reactions induced by Taat neutrons on potential

first wall materials of fusion reactor technology by S.H. Qaim, R.. Vôlfle and G. Stôcklin
9. Nuclear data relevant to cyclotron produced short-lived medical redioiaolopes by S.H. Qaim
M . Plans for s high-reaolution miosurement of the tritium beta-spectrum end point to determine tho

neutrino awes by "••!-• Graham, H.A. Lens, H.R. Andrews, J.S. Ceiger, 3.L. Gallant, J.H. Knowlea, H.C.
Lae and C.E. Lae-Mhitlng '

11. Facilities for (n,V) and related topics, neutron espture gamma-rsy nawaletter CCN/JO (special) by
' H.A. Lone and E.D. Earls

12. The prompt reaponaa of bismuth germenete and HaI(Tl) acintilletion datoctora to faat neutrons by 0.
Hausser, H.A. Lone, T.K. Alexander end J. Ciscon

13. Chimcloristics of neutron? from U* targsts boaSarded with protons', deuterons ens alpha particles by
H.A. Lone. A.J. Ferguson and B.C. Robertson


